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FREE STD exam, diagnosis, education and treatment.
Ask us about PrEP!

THURSDAYS 1 – 4 PM 

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

For appointment, call 484-503-8008

100 N. 3rd Street, 2nd Floor • Easton, PA 18042

St. Luke’s Easton STD Clinic



Editor’s Note
Welcome to our jam-packed Winter/Holiday 

Issue!  I am especially excited to bring you 
Corinne Goodwin and PA Trans Equity's 

Trans Stories project. Liz Bradbury offers 
Art History from a Queer Perspective. 
Adrian Shanker has been appointed 
to the President's Council on HIV/
AIDS. This issue is dedicated to Carl 
Mancino, and some of his friends 
share memories about this beloved 

Valley icon. Tom Kelch researched the 
history of The Rehoboth Guest House. 

Many are asking what do we do now that 
we dont have a full on gay bar in the Lehigh 

Valley. To that end, DJ Brad Scott Smith and 
Jesse Turek have created Electric Triangle to offer 

parties for the non-conformist in all of us. Brad has been THE DJ bringing 
THE GAY outside of the gay bars for 6 years with Easton Tea Dance and DJ-
ing at many of the valley's upscale eateries as well as being resident DJ at 
Rainbow Mountain. Answering the call for more gay events Chris Mesch, Eric 
Leadbetter & friends formed OUT in the Valley, that offers quarterly theme 
social gatherings with a DJ, drag queens and spirits. Stephen Jiwanmall 

discusses tick, tick, BOOM! and other performance from his stellar resume 

Locke & Nicole Melleby discuss their respective educational not-just-for-
children books. Add these to your holiday wish list. Another gift idea is the 
new album Rainbow Lullaby written by Ryan Bauer Walsh and featuring some 
of this friends NYC theatre friends. We have thought-provoking poetry by 

house vocalist Darlene Love is prepping for her Holiday Tour. Murray Hill 

Esq. offers food for thought in You’ve Just Changed Your Name: Now What? 
Butterhead Kitchen offers food for your belly with Holiday Recipes. Ron 
Morris celebrates his husband, Ken, their super fun home store, Mercantile, 
and the upcoming Dirty Bird party. Liz Bradbury scored un unexpected treat 
this Halloween when she interviewed Cassandra Peterson to discuss her new 
biography, Cruelly Yours. Chloe Cole talks about what motivates her activism. 
Musician Bandon James Gwinn is the new glam boy next door. Emma & Katie 
from NOVUS offer Safe Sex Myths and It's HIV, Not AIDS. LGBTQ Archives by 

Thank you to Carley Kuehner for our website. Thank you to Tim Helton for 
our super-fun instagram. As always we would like to call out our advertisers 
with lots of love and appreciation! Please visit these businesses and support 
them during the holiday season and throughout the rest of the year. 

holiday season surrounded by those you love.

Much Love,

Stephen Libby
Editor-in-Chief
lvgayjournal@gmail.com

Contact us at lvgayjournal@gmail.com, or 
Gaugler-Libby, LLC 
PO Box 421
Stockertown, PA 18083
thegayjournal.net

The opinions and views expressed by our contributors are not necessarily 
that of The Gay Journal, Gaugler-Libby, LLC or our advertisers.  

Corinne Goodwin serves as the Webmaster and social coordinator for 
Lehigh Valley Transgender Renaissance, a support group for transgender 
individuals that serves the Lehigh Valley and surrounding counties. After 

Contributors

or 
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@lvgayjournal

Lenora Dannelke, an independent journalist covering food, travel or anything 
fun, resides in Old Allentown and loves a good Bloody Mary. She has been 

is seeing “macaron” misspelled as “macaroon”—especially by a bakery.

Liz Bradbury is the Director of the Training Institute of the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT 
Community Center and has been an activist since she ran an LGBT committee in grad 
school in 1979. She’s written over 400 published articles on LGBT issues, and is the national 
award winning author of the lesbian detective novels: The Maggie Gale Mysteries.

When Gary Gaugler, Jr

enjoys writing his book series and playing video games.  His passions 

Jason Sizemore is the owner of Butterhead Kitchen, a vegan cooking class & small 
batch vegan products business. Check out our ad in this issue for more info.  He 
also teaches Mindfulness to kids & adults in the Lehigh Valley, where he lives with 

Carley Kuehner is a professional entrepreneur who owns a successful 
national digital marketing agency Cosmick Technologies. Carley graduated 
at East Stroudsburg University with a degree in Computer Science. In 
Carley’s free time you can expect to see her enjoying life on the lake 
where she retreats to her secondary tiny home in the Pocono Mountains.

Tim Helton is a Dayton, Ohio transplant to the Lehigh Valley who loves 
DC Comics, being nosey on social media, candy, and aspires to be in a 

him instafamous @timhelton and don’t forget to follow @lvgayjournal 

Jonathan Fleming

College with a degree in Theatre & Communications. He recently relocated to NYC 

Tom Kelch lives in Rehoboth Beach, DE with his husband and two dogs. He is the 
innkeeper/property manager of the Rehoboth Guest House. Tom started doing a 

gay business for gay people in the city. Tom started writing his story online and to 

publications, he is extremely honored to be writing this series for The Gay Journal.

Katie Blazusiak is a nurse practitioner at Novus ACS. When not caring for 

with her husband, or sitting on the beach at the Jersey Shore. Her ambition 
is to provide sexual health education and advocacy across the lifespans

Hi, my name is Wesly Orion also known as Rogue Star Givenchy. In my spare time I work 

to release my past experiences with art. Whether it's a song, a poem or even a dance.

Emma Fitzgibbon

traveling the world with her husband.  She lives and works in the city of 
Bethlehem and enjoys coffee, cuddles from her cat, and sunrise yoga.

Stephen Jiwanmall is the communications manager at Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT 
Community Center. He lives in Allentown with his husband Ian and their rescue 

Goudy goes by their last name and has pastored Metropolitan Community 
Church of the Lehigh Valley since 1999. Goudy is married to Carol Stevens, 
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Eastern PA Trans Equity Project has launched an effort to document 
the lives and stories of transgender and gender nonbinary folk in our 
area.  Most critically, we are not the ones telling the stories - we are 
allowing participants to do that for themselves.

Trans Stories.  If they peak your interest, be sure to check out the 
Trans Stories page on the Eastern PA Trans Equity Project website.  
If you are interested in sharing your story as a person of transgender 
experience please reach out to us! - Corinne Goodwin 

HAZEL
TRANS WOMAN
SHE/HER

One of my deepest 
regrets is staying in 
the closet for as long 
as I did.  I look at this 
picture and thank 

God for giving me 
the strength for going 

through this transition, 
because I never would 

have been as happy as I am 

hit me like a freight train.  I knew being 
a boy was not someone I was meant to be. I grew up in a 
household that wasn’t accepting of individuals in the LGBTQ 
community.  So, in fear of being bullied by my six brothers and 
two sisters, I held back.  I lived my whole life as a lie until I was 

look pretty.  But as time went on, I learned that as I started 
to transition, I started becoming a better version of myself.  I 
am a happier, brighter person.  I have many friends that are 
caring and loving.  I have a beautiful wife and a child. Yes, I may 
have lost my actual family, but the new family I’ve made is so 
much better because I don’t have to lie to myself to feel loved. 

huge relief. It has made me see the wonderful things in life and 
see that not everything in my life has to do with my transition. 
It has made me see who I am. Yes, I’m a transgender woman, 
but I am also a gardener, a pyrotechnic, a mother, a wife, and 
so much more.

JEREMY
TRANS MAN
HE/HIM

accomplishment was getting my college degree or beating 
homelessness.  But the older I got - as I began to live 
authentically as Jeremy - I realized that my mental health also 

really love myself, unconditionally. Anyone can work towards a 
career, and build towards material items; however, living in fear 
of society and hating myself was slowly tearing my soul apart.  
Living openly as a transman, makes me proud to hold my head 
high and love parts of me I had grew to hate. That is my greatest 
accomplishment. If I could write a letter 
to myself, I would say that the 
obstacles you have had to 
overcome may seem too 
hard to bear. Every loss 
may have seemed 
like the end of the 
world, but it has 
made you stronger 
for the next battle. 
The loss of your 
father felt like your 
world crumbling, 
but it made you 
strong enough to not 
cry many homeless 
and hungry nights. Your 
homelessness may have felt 
like you were isolated from the 
world, but it gave you the strength to 

chronic illnesses may have seemed like never-ending losses 
and frustrating hospital stays, but it has made you strong 
enough to overcome just about anything. You see, we may 
not understand our struggles when we go through them, 
but once we overcome them, we see just how far we have 
grown. We only get one life, don't waste it being fearful. 
The journey turns out amazing!

Telling Trans Stories
Stories collected by Corinne Goodwin from PA Trans Equity Project



TEGAN
TRANSMASC/NONBINARY

THEY/THEM, HE/HIM

My heart is all hippie.  
I love plants. I love 
watching things grow 
and change.  My garden 
is one of my happy 

peace somewhere in 
nature.  I am also a mom 

to an 8-year old and she 
is my biggest ally. I have 

C-ptsd, newly diagnosed 
from ongoing emotional trauma.  

I'm grateful and a recovering 
codependent and work very hard to learn 

how to create and have healthy relationships. I 
live with chronic pain and auto-immune things.  But my trauma 
work has given me the peace and freedom to be who I am. I 

cis man for several years and we had just had our child.  I had 
always had feelings towards the same sex but I guess I didn't 
think it was something I was allowed to do. When my daughter 
was around a year old, gay marriage started to become legal, 
and I felt some hope and couldn't deny who I was anymore. I 

that I should have been born a different gender, but I wanted 
to honor both. And then as I began to honor both and do more 

feel good about that but also scared. I actually felt a bit guilty 
because I was so scared of a transgender identity with all that's 
happening in the world. That being said, I can’t wait to see 
what life has in store for me next!

THIMOTHEA
(everyone calls me "Thea")
TRANSFEMININE
SHE/HERS

I have always felt like a female since I was a child. In my 
generation displaying anything out of the ordinary was not 
acceptable and caused me to be bullied and withdrawn.  I 
didn't love doing the things that little boys did. I loved playing 
with my sister’s dolls and playing dress up. I guess my family 
thought that I would just grow out of it.  When I was a teenager, 
I would often get frustrated because my body wasn't changing 
the way my sister's did. I always felt like I was in the wrong body.  
I had crushes on boys but had to suppress them because in 

those days you could be beaten or killed if you acted on them.  

term because it seemed like it was the only option available for 

I eventually moved away from Pennsylvania because I no longer 
felt safe here and thought it was only a matter of time before 
something bad would happen to me.  I couldn't walk down 
the street without someone saying something nasty or hurtful. 
I eventuality moved to New Hampshire.  I met my partner there 

I was always the "wife" in any relationship I had ever been in 
and loved my partner in the same way a female loves a man. 
Even though I did the best that I could, I always felt something 

Every time I would look in the mirror, I recognized the person 
looking back at me, but it seemed foreign to me because he 

death.  I could no longer exist in a male body. I either had to 
transition or check out of life. Lucky for me New Hampshire has 
great resources for transgender individuals and laws in place 
to protect them from discrimination in housing, employment, 
health care, etc. New Hampshire may be a small state, but it's 
very progressive towards LGBTQ issues compared to most 
places in the country. I have been in transition for 2 years now. 
I must say my body has changed a lot from hormone therapy.  

accepting and supportive of my transition. In New Hampshire 
I am loved by so many people and they often tell me that I 
am an inspiration and beautiful. I look in the 
mirror now and love the female I have 
become. I have recently moved 
back to Pennsylvania and it's 
been interesting, because 
the attitude here towards 
LGBTQ people is not as 
open and welcoming 
as it was in New 
Hampshire. Don't 
get me wrong. I have 
met some wonderful 
people here, but I 
feel like I have to be 
on guard now. The 
statistics are very true 
regarding transgender 
people. Most of my family 
doesn't want to get to 
know me.  I was raped about 
a year and a half ago, and I have 
experienced being homeless.

patransequity.org 7



Sit back, prepare to laugh, view slides, listen, learn about and 
discuss the lives and work of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, 

LGBTQ imagery of mainstream artists in various eras. And after the 
class there is also a social opportunity, with themed snacks provided 
by my beloved Trish Sullivan - who is well known to put our a great 
spread and will always include at least one vegan option. You can 
discuss interesting things with old friends, or meet new ones - in these 
exciting free classes at the LGBT Community Center.

This is a very popular class attended by a diverse and 
intergenerational group of 30 to 40 LGBTQA folks per class. It’s fun 
and funny - a good place to bring old friends, or meet new friends, or 

The themes of each Monday are:

Class #1: December 6th, 2021 

Sappho, Ancient Queer Greek and Roman 
Mythology, and the Art Through the Ages 
they Inspired 
     I will be starting out this class with an introduction to Sappho — 
who was a real person and is the reason the word Lesbian even exists! 
There are some incredible new poems of Sappho that have just been 
discovered. In
ancient times, Sappho, who was born about 630 years before the 
birth of Christ, was widely regarded as one of the greatest lyric poets 
and was given names such as "The Tenth Muse and The Poetess”. 
Others called Sappho the mother of all modern poetry. And she wrote 
beautiful 1st person poems about loving women — no matter how 
much historians through the ages tried in vain to suggest otherwise.
     In this class I’ll also be covering Ancient Greek and Roman Cultures 
that were not only aware of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender 

the key Queer legends, gods, and demigods in ancient mythology, 
and the reframing of myths they inspired through the ages. Learn 
about the celebration of mythological Queer characters in stories 
about Asexual and Lesbian characters: Artemis and Callisto; Bisexual 
characters: Ganymede, Athena, and Myremex; Gay Characters: 
Achilles and Patroclus; and Trans characters Hermaphroditus and 
Caenis… and a host of others.

Class #2 Monday, December 13th, 2021

Anne Lister (Gentleman Jack) and Her Era,
with a special presentation by “Lister Sister” Michelle Mecham, on 
decoding Anne’s fascinating diaries While it’s sometimes hard to 
provide solid evidence that a person in the 1800s was actually Gay, 
that is not the case with this fascinating woman. Diarist Anne Lister has 

not only her well-adjusted understanding of her own Lesbian identity, 
but graphic descriptions written in code of love making to many 
women, including Ann Walker, whom she wooed and “wedded”. 
Lister’s and Walker’s in-church commitment has been recognized as 

the show “Gentleman Jack” , a BBC TV series. 
     Before COVID19 this class was slated to celebrate Lesbian Visibility 
Day, in Spring 2020, but what the heck, we’ll do it in December this 
year! In this class, I’ll talk about Anne Lister’s life and a bit about other 

history that were part of her era. And also included in this class will 
be a presentation by Michelle Mecham, a “Lister Sister” who is part 
of the decoding project of Anne’s Diaries, organized by the Shibden 
Hall Anne
Lister Museum.
     Women attending this event are encouraged to bring a donation 
of gently used or new professional clothing or uniforms for the 

neighbors, just across the

of working for women’s rights and against racism. I’ve written a longer 
article about Anne Lister in an earlier edition of The Gay Journal. See 
Winter 2019. You can read that, but better yet, come to this event, 
because I’ll be talking about all sorts of cultural context that
informs her life. And there will be great snacks!

Class #3: December 20th, 2021

Frank Lloyd Wright and Fallingwater What’s 
Queer about Frank Lloyd Wright and his 
world? — a lot!!! 

the Kaufmann House, in Mill Run, PA. We’ll also learn about Wright’s 
relationships, the Gay man who was Wright’s teacher, the possible 
affair Wright may have had with a fellow architecture student, the 

Modern Art in New York, and more.

there, and you’ll see photos of her room that are not available for 
viewing in books or the Internet! Also included in this presentation 

always, there will be great themed snacks!

Class #4: December 27th, 2021

Oz - From the Book to The Wiz
     The American classic, The Wonderful Wizard of OZ, written by 

ART HISTORY
FROM A PERSPECTIVE

by Liz Bradbury

8



books, movies, TV shows, and advertisements today makes a cultural 
reference to OZ. And the whole world of OZ has all sorts of Queer 
connections and references.

14 OZ books written by Baum, and that they were banned by libraries 
because they featured a Transgender child? Did you know that the 
main series
continued after Baum’s death and that two of the series continuing 
authors were Gay? Did you know that Baum featured a Non-binary 
child character named Chick, that the publishers tried to make Baum 
identify as either a
boy or a girl, but Baum refused? Baum even used gender neutral 

some of the beautiful gender-bending Art Nouveau Illustrations of the 
early books.

groundbreaking Broadway musical it came from. I will also talk about 

Musical the Wiz that took
place in a fancy New York apartment in 1974, that I actually got to 
attend. 
     And then there’s Judy Garland! There are a lot of reasons we were 

This class celebrates the Queerness of OZ long before Wicked. And 
I can, not so humbly, say that I’m not just the instructor, I’m an OZ 
scholar ,and I can’t wait for this one! There will not only be snacks, but 
I’ll bring in some of
the original OZ books for attendees to see.

WHAT:

WHEN: 4 Mondays in December, 2021. Each presentation is stand-

seat and have something to eat!
COST: 
WHERE: Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center,

Just 1/2 a block from Hamilton Street.
PARKING: 
Walnut and Union. The best and closest parking is in the well-lit 
Community Parking Deck, right next door to the Bradbury-Sullivan 

the parking deck from 6th Street between Walnut and Hamilton 

If you have not parked at the Center before, allow extra time to 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Call Liz Bradbury at the LGBTQ 
Center any time at 610-347-9988 extension 103. or Email: liz@
bradburysullivancenter.org

COVID-19 Information: All participants MUST be masked when not eating. 

recommended. All Community Center staff are vaccinated. Every effort will 
be made to promote social distancing. Schedule a free vaccine at LVHN 

Check our web site closer to December, for the latest updated information 
about COVID-19 safety, regarding Bradbury-Sullivan Center events.

Top Row (L-R):
Bottom Row (L-R): 

9
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SUNDAY DECEMBER 5, 2021
THE STEEL  CLUB

T
COCKTAILS & HORS D’OEUVRES  5:00-6:00 pm
DINNER & SHOW  6:30 pm ~ SEATING 6:00 pm

CALL 610.730.9155

M

FACT is a non-profit 501c (3) organization committed to raising money to assist individuals and 
families affected by HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, and to conquer the  HIV/AIDS crisis 

within the Lehigh Valley and surrounding communities.

                



Queer DJ Brad Scott Smith is the resident poolside DJ at Rainbow 

Allentown BrewWorks and sets the tone for drag happy hour, 
Werk-it-Wednesdays. Brad recently celebrated 6 years as host of 
the Easton Tea Dances. Jesse Turek studied Interior Design while 
in Los Angeles and created Turek Interiors. Jesse relocated to NYC 
because of opportunities in the design industry and his love for 

for a little peace and quiet to bring more balance into his life.
Here they take turns discussing their new project Electric Triangle.   

Describe Electric Triangle to my mother, who is a nun. What is 

Jesse Turek: Brad and I worked together on Drag Tea Dance a 
couple years ago at Two Rivers in Easton and it was such a success! 
The turn out was pretty huge, the most I had ever seen at a Tea 
Dance. The crowd was so 
electric that evening and 
everyone was really feeling 
the vibe we had created. A 
year and a half later Brad 
came to me with the idea of 
creating a party promotion 
company that would focus 
on bringing our community 
together through music, 
entertainment, dance 
and visuals, similar to 
what we had done at 
the Tea Dance. I was on 
board immediately and 
was thrilled that Brad had 
asked me. I'm not sure 
about Brad, but I've always 
felt that Lehigh Valley has 
a large LGBTQ+ community but there just aren't a lot of places 
where we can gather to truly be ourselves and to meet others 
that are into the queer culture, dance, music and all things fabulous! 
ET's mission is to create a safe space for anyone that feels like they 

into fashion, music, dance, playing dress up and perhaps it's for 
the ones that have that little rebel in them who wants to unleash 
it, to push the boundaries just a bit but most importantly...It's an 
empowerment zone and It's a no judgment zone. Period!
SL: What in your individual backgrounds brought you to 
Electric Triangle.
Jesse: I was bullied every day when I was growing up because 
other kids saw that I was different and that I went against the grain. 

I didn't allow them to dim my light but instead their intolerance 
fueled me to continue to be myself. Thirty some odd years later 
I'm still witnessing this bully bullshit behavior, so my wish for my 
friends and anyone around me is to be your best self and your 
most empowered self. How can you be so comfortable in your own 
skin that all the nonsense and static around you just doesn't matter? 
I think one way is to be around others that display that attitude and 

courage and strength should pass this on to others that need the 
same. As a community we need to be aware and recognize who 
is struggling and give them support and encouragement. This is 
what brought me to ET, to help create a platform that will allow us 

a lighter note, my experience and passion for design, fashion and 

Brad: I've been a club kid all my life. I always chose to be different, 
whether it was punk/new wave/goth, or an outrageous gender 
bending club kid in NYC in the 90s, and raving madly. Now couple 
that with my experience as a DJ and you've got my point on the 

triangle.
SL: Will ET events give 
back to the LGBTQ 

J&B: As we continue to 
establish ET in the Valley, 
we are planning on 
donating a portion of our 
proceeds to local charities 
that support the LGBTQ+ 
community.
SL: How many go-go 
boys does it take to 

Jesse: Two. One screwing 
while the other is helping 
him guide it in! However, 
three go-go boys will be 
best, but I'll keep it clean. 

You get the picture?!
Brad: I’d say bring the whole lot of them. the more the merrier, 
who cares if the light bulb gets changed…

Jesse: We are working on an event called Climax. It's going to be 
intense and dirty with an ending to the night that will make you....
well, just wait and see....
Brad: follow us on facebook or instagram to be in the know….

Brad Scott Smith & Jesse Turek ARE

photo by Jay Arch
Brad Scott Smith
& Jess Turek
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Stephen Libby: This has been a crazy busy and successful 
year for you. First, Bodies & Barriers: Queer Activists 
on Health garnered rave reviews and made many year-

LGBT Community Center is honored for its pro-health 
initiative of administering the Covid-19 vaccine. Third, 
you are named to the Presidential Advisory Council HIV/
AIDS. What does all of this feel like and how do you stay 

Adrian Shanker: It feels like an opportunity to continue 
moving forward to advance health equity for our community. 
I edited Bodies and Barriers because LGBTQ people 

Unfortunately, there are too many barriers to healthcare 
that are literally standing in the way. I'm humbled by the 
critical acclaim the book has received. To me, it means that 
the book was sorely needed. In terms of COVID-19, this is 
unquestionably the greatest public health risk our world has 
experienced in our lifetimes in terms of both the dangerous 
nature of the virus and the impact on our entire society. We 
know that LGBTQ people have been uniquely impacted, 
that's why Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center was 
proud to partner with Lehigh Valley Health Network to 
administer more than 1,000 doses of the COVID-19 vaccine. 

encourage our community to get vaccinated. We are really 
proud of this work, which is being managed by our health 
programs team at the center, especially Dr. Kimberly Levitt 

an honor to be asked to serve on the Presidential Advisory 
Council on HIV/AIDS. The Biden-Harris administration has 
prioritized health equity, and this is essential to ending 
the HIV epidemic. The President's top leaders at HHS 
-- Secretary Becerra, Assistant Secretary Levine, Surgeon 
General Murthy -- these are outstanding public health 
champions and I look forward to being a member of the 
advisory body that will make recommendations to them 
about HIV policy issues.

editing more collections on health or other topics?
AS: I have another book in the works, and a few chapters 

in other books. 
Most of my writing 
is about LGBTQ 
health as that's really my 
research area of expertise.
SL: I think some people were 

covid-19 vaccine. What was the center required to have 
in place before LVHN came in to administer the shots?
AS: We were proud to help keep our community safe 
from this dangerous virus. Even before we started offering 
LGBTQ vaccine clinics, we worked diligently throughout the 
pandemic on policy change including our work with the PA 
Department of Health to collect LGBTQ data for COVID 
infections, to publish sexual health during COVID guidances 
in Allentown and for the whole state, and we even led the 
effort to prioritize people living with HIV for Phase 1A of 
the vaccine. Liz Bradbury, who directs our training institute 
at the center, also trained more than 1200 contact tracers 
at the PA Department of Health, and the municipal health 
departments in Allentown, Erie, and Philadelphia. So, when 
we saw how challenging it was for our community to access 
the vaccine, we got on the phone with Lehigh Valley Health 

in the state. More than 1,000 doses were administered at 
our center, and then we worked to help other LGBT centers 
start these clinics as well! At the end of the day, we just want 
our community to be protected from this dangerous virus.
SL: What can you tell us about your appointment to the 
Presidential Advisory Council HIV/AIDS?

provides advice, information, and recommendations to 

policies, and research to end the HIV epidemic. The 
Biden-Harris administration recently appointed eight new 
members, including me, to PACHA and we were sworn 
in on August 4th by Dr. Rachel Levine, assistant secretary 
for health. I am serving on PACHA's stigma and disparities 
subcommittee. It is truly an honor to be asked to serve and 
I look forward to working with my colleagues at PACHA as 
well as others in the administration to advance health equity 

Adrian Shanker
Catching up with

.
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Founder & Executive Director
Bradbury-Sullivan Community Center
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lives and writes in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
with their feline overlords and their addiction to chai lattes. They are the author 
of The Girl with the Red Balloon, a 2018 Sydney Taylor Honor Book and 2018 

The Spy with the Red Balloon. They 
are the co-editor and contributor to It's A Whole Spiel: Love, Latkes and Other 
Jewish Stories, and a contributor to Unbroken: 13 Stories Starring Disabled 
Teens and the forthcoming Out Now: Queer We Go Again. They are also the 
author of Bedtime for Superheroes and What are Your Words?. They not-so-
secretly believe most stories are fairytales in disguise. They can be found online 
at KatherineLockeBooks.com and @bibliogato on Twitter and Instagram.
Nicole Melleby (she/her/hers), a born-and-bred Jersey native, is an award-
winning children's author. Her middle grade books have been Junior Library 
Guild Gold Standard selections, and have earned the Skipping Stones Honor 
Award, as well as being a 2020 Kirkus Reviews best book of the year. Her debut 

teaches college literature and creative writing and spends most of her free time 
roller skating. She lives with her wife and their cat, whose need for attention oddly 

Stephen Libby: Congratulations on This is Our Rainbow: The 

available for middle schoolers and their families. What made you 

Katherine & Nicole: Thank you so much! We are so proud of this book. We 
really wanted to bring together a collection of stories for LGBTQA+ kids 

real lives or not, and give them space that said your identities, feelings, 
and lives are important and valuable. And we wanted to do that in a way 
that we hadn’t seen when we were kids. We wanted to see queer kids 
being pirates, and witches, and time-traveling. We wanted to see queer 
kids having crushes—successful or not. We wanted to see queer kids 
navigating their families, their peers, and their histories. We wanted to 
break outside of the mold. The contributors we pulled together are truly 
an all-star list and we are so honored to have gotten to work with them. 
We ventured into our shelves for authors we admired who were already 
working and writing and illustrating in this space. Everyone brought their A 
game too—the stories just exceeded every expectation, and we had high 

SL: Let's talk about pronouns. How do you explain to parents/

older family members when reclaiming pronouns happened and 

introduce people when I know their names, but I am unsure about 

their preferred pronouns? Example: at a fundraiser/LGBT gala. 

K&N: I think that normalizing introducing yourself with pronouns is 
important. “My name is Katherine, my pronouns are they/them” opens 
the door for someone to say “I’m Michal and my pronouns are she/her!” 
very comfortably if they so wish. Event organizers should try to offer 
pronoun buttons/ribbons/stickers at events too, though those may not 
cover all neopronouns. You can always ask, “And how would you like me 
to refer to you?” Or “My pronouns are they/them. Can I ask what yours 
are?” It’s polite and acknowledges that we all use pronouns, this isn’t 
something to hide! And of course, we want to make sure that we’re always 
saying, “My pronouns” or “their pronouns” and excluding the word 
“preferred” as that suggests there are other options, when there aren’t!

Katherine: Personally, I don’t think I’d be the writer I am without growing 
up on Madeleine L’Engle, Katherine Patterson, Tamora Pierce, Malinda 
Lo, Robert Jordan and more. On this collection, we really drew inspiration 
from the incredible depth of LGBTQA+ middle grade literature right 
now, including many authors we were able to include. We also looked 

Stories and Hero Next Door, which we would highly recommend!

she wrote, that basically said “let kids be sad” and I took that to heart. 
Kids, especially queer kids, are full of huge feelings and they feel so 
deeply. There’s a lot of hurt, and a lot of joy, and a lot of sadness. And I 
think that’s okay! Let kids be sad but, give them hope. That’s the message 
I’ve always gotten from Kate’s books, and what I try to do with my own. 
SL: What is the biggest challenge facing lgbtq 

youth right now? And how do we conquer that? 

K&N: Anti-trans legislation spreading throughout the US is a huge danger 
to queer youth of all genders. We urge parents, teachers, librarians, 
and other adults to get involved in local movements to protect trans 

important in places where this legislation has already been passed to 
make safe spaces and support groups for kids and their families who 
are affected. Diversifying bookshelves and using inclusive language 
in schools, libraries, religious institutions, and in families is also vital. 

by Katherine Locke & Nicole Melleby
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Many people knew Carl Mancino better than I. However Carl was the 
kind of person that made you feel like you were best friends. Carl 
made me want to be a better person. To volunteer, to help others, to 
look for the best in people and to do good in the world. Leave it better 
than you found it. Here some of his friends share their memories. - ED 

be safe, how to meet people. It took me weeks to get the courage to 

wonderful and most caring people. Carl Mancino was one of them.
He along with Markee Cummings, Ken Toll, Matthew Stitzer, Rodger 

and welcomed me into the gay community. This was at the height of 
the AIDS Crisis, I had no idea what AIDS was or what was happening. I 
lead a pretty sheltered life to that point being in a seminary for several 
years prior to leaving in 1989. It was through the early years of the 

well. He was a larger 
than life character 
who worked his butt 
off to help people 
who were suffering 
with HIV/AIDS. I was 
scared to even talk to 
people in those days 
who were positive 
but Carl and others 
saw past that. You 
learn by example and 
Carl was a good role 
model in those days 
as he taught me and 
others not to be afraid.
     When you look at Carl's life and his experiences being in the 

Coast Guard and serving on President Kennedy's honor guard at this 
inauguration, getting married and later coming out, his presence in 
the early days of the Stonewall Riots in New York and the quieter 
gay life in the Lehigh Valley, you just got to look on his life in awe. 
He touch every facet of life and lived it to the fullest and let nothing 
keep him for living life. He was a lung cancer survivor, survived a heart 
attack, numerous joint replacements and even continued working full 
time until the day he passed! Nothing kept this man down.
    Over the years, working side by side with Carl and the Board 

members of our community, celebrating, mourning and yes even 
praying together, Carl was a big part of all of this.  
     As a Catholic, Carl and I got into some deep discussions about our 
faith. Carl was an active member of St. Anthony's in Easton, an Italian 

man who was Catholic and happened to be attracted to other men, 
but he didn't wear it on his sleeve. His faith was deep and people 

in the parish knew that and loved him for it. They all knew him 

at his funeral Mass...since Carl was the hairdresser for half the women 
of the Parish! Carl always hoped the church would move with the 
times but that didn't happen and he didn't feel it necessary to make 
waves. "Some things are between us and God" he would say....
    I think that is why he was so devoted to his partner, Norberto. He 

supported him in whatever he did to the very end. When Norberto 
suffered the fatal aneurysm, Carl didn't leave his side. I had the 
honor of being with them in the hospital and Carl just kept talking 
to him and being positive until Norberto's mother had to make the 
decision to remove him from life support. Carl took care of the funeral 
arrangements and continued to honor his memory with the annual 

always believed they'd be together again and I like to think that when 
Carl closed his eyes here that Norberto was there to greet him when 
he opened his eyes on the other side. Carl requested that Norberto's 
ashes be placed in his Casket which we were able to honor.

    My father used 
to say, "We come 
into this world with 
nothing. We take 
nothing with us when 
we die. What we 
leave are the lives 
we touch and deeds 
we are remembered 
by." Carl will be 
remembered. It 
didn't matter your 
age or what you did 
for work, gay, bi, 
straight or trans or if 

you were positive or negative, religious or not. He treated you the 
same - with dignity and respect, and if you needed him, he was 
there for you no matter what. The countless people he 

his legacy of love.

Lou James

Hearing of Carl's passing the morning of September 12th was tough, 

with him ,with a glow stick around his neck. That was Carl.
 I met Carl in the early 90's in the stonewall. He always had a big 

night at the "Wall" sitting next to him in the front. We became good 
friends. Not long after that Carl started cutting my hair. Some of our 
most intimate conversations we had were during that time, especially 
when I would come late and the salon would close down.
 Carl was very devoted to his partner Norberto. One story we always 

laughed about was when Garrett and I had a pool party and made 
margaritas.  Standing in the backyard we heard over the crowd 
Norberto yelling"Carl, Carl, another margarita, another margarita 

REMEMBERING CARL MANCINO

photos from Carl Mancino's collection
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Carl". Carl stopped what he was doing and ran and got Norberto 
another margarita. That was Carl, always doing for others.  Over the 

for the LGBTQ community. Two years ago Garrett and I bought a site 
at the Woods. It made it easy to see Carl more often. I'm grateful for 
that time.

Frank Connello

of plywood on top of empty beer cases and a curtain made of bed 
sheets held together with safety pins. There was a safety pin tied to a 
string so it could be raised just to the waist and only in the middle of 
the stage. When contestant came out and the curtain was raised They 
had to sell their wares. Some danced and some just stood there but 
not Carl. When his turn came to sell it he had strategically cut holes 
into his jeans and when that music started he just shredded those 
pants. He wasn’t the youngest and he didn’t have the 
prettiest butt but boy did he work that stage. Needless 
to say he won. 

Chuck Woodbury

I have so many memories and conversations that Carl and I had, some 
of them can not be put into print.
As I said at Carl's viewing, I mentioned what I am going to miss 
most and not miss most are the arguments that would occur at 

Carl and Christopher Banko or Carl and Millie Altomari or Carl and 
Arlene Baron, I can continue the list but I will end it with that cast of 
"characters", although by the end of the meeting everyone was back 

Our 
community has lost a great humanitarian, we all miss you 
and we all LOVE you Carl. May you be with all those who have gone 
before and know that we will carry on your legacy.

David Moyer

He was so real and good hearted, he loved everyone unless they were 
shady, and he knew shady when he saw it. Death is what brought us to 
be close friends, and if he didn’t lose Norberto than I wouldn’t have 

gained Carl. I always knew him but we were never close until we were 
both single, me out of a bad relationship and him “widowed”. This 
is so hard because I had a false sense of him living forever or at least 
to 100. His mother did, and given his stamina and his strength after 
bouncing back from a bad knee and then a broken hip, he showed 
no slowing at all. I said it 100 times, Carl was more active than three 
maybe four of my friends half his age combined. He didn’t sit in front 
of the tv every night. Who works a full time salon job, part time hair 
at the funeral homes job, plus bouncing at the bars until a few years 

He’s raising money to help others who need it and he’s barely getting 
by himself. I could go on and on. I’ll try to put some words down. 
Here’s a funny one, Carl never could take a good picture. Like there 
was always a blur or bright spot, or something, at least I joked that he 
couldn’t take one. So one day in 2016 last minute I call him and say 
what are you doing? Do you want to go see Gaga tonight? Of course 
he says yes, he was my yes man. Now most friends are not this easy. 
Other friends would be like “oh I can’t leave till 630", or, "I have to 
stop at the Mac and I forgot my phone could we go back"” LOL Just 
some sort of bullshit. Not Carl, so we rush down to Philly and we are 

walking in and out, and he probably worked that day so was on his 
feet a long time and no complaints. Before the show I turn to him and 
say “ I bet you are the only 60, 70, or almost 80 year old in this entire 

absolutely no 70+ year olds standing all night. So he responds “ shut 
up” like he’s mad for bringing up his age, but he’s smiling and hugs 

me at the same time, “like yeah that’s right, I am the only 
senior in here and I’m going to dance and love every 
second of it". And he did! 

Matthew Lapos
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An incredible series of stories about 
one property and its gay history. It 
includes true tales of trail blazing 
concepts, bravery, sexual freedom, 
comedy, turmoil, protest, equality, 
and remarkable new gay beginnings. 
The events that happened here 
contributed to an extraordinary series 
of events that transformed a small 
and excluded Methodist summer 
campground into one of our country's 
oldest, safest and most gay friendly 
small cities.

In the mid 1970's, Herbert Koerber 
was an American immigrant from 
Germany living on the East coast of 
US.  He was well educated, in his early 
30's, slender, tall, and also sported a 
signature handlebar mustache with 
a thick German accent. Herbert may 

not have been sure what his long-

term goals in life were yet, but he 
did know one thing for sure, he was 
gay. He came to America estranged 
from his family for this reason. 
Herbert had decided the freedoms 
he heard about in US were worth 
a whole new start, and he was no 
longer going to live a life of denial 
and shame. This drove him to 
always unapologetically be himself 
no matter what, and to stand up for 
others who were also struggling.

In the winter of 1978, among other 
things, Herbert had been doing 
very well for himself selling 70's 
black velvet art. His kind, funny, 
warm and seductive personality 
not only gained him customers, 
but he also began to develop a 
very large group of like-minded 
friends. Herbert began to look for 

THE
REHOBOTH
GUEST HOUSE

Louisa  d'Andelot  Carpenter18



someplace his friends and him could gather and just 
be left alone. Herbert fantasized about a place his gay 
friends could totally let go and forget about the outside 
world's negative views of gay men. In his eyes a place like 
this would be a true escape to paradise.

Rehoboth Beach at this time was a very quiet and 
largely unknown town. It was almost entirely a seasonal, 
Methodist, beach camping community in southern 
Delaware. The Methodist's were kind, peaceful, and 
mostly kept to themselves as the community slowly 
grew around them. In the beginning, they didn't seem 
to notice the secret gay community developing in the 
shadows. A famous DuPont heiress all the way back in 
the 1930's named Louisa d'Andelot Carpenter was a 
well-known lesbian. She would have extravagant parties 

that included many LGBTQ+ friends who were from the 

historians as the seed that sprouted Rehoboth's rainbow. 
After decades of underground meetings, house parties, 
and secret events in the DE beach area, in the 1960's 

"The Nomad Village". Then followed by another in 1976, 
located in Dewey Beach, called "The Boathouse" This 
attracted Herbert to the Delaware Beach area, and he 
began to search for a spot to make a gay business of his 
own.

He found it in downtown Rehoboth Beach, on 40 Maryland 
Avenue. A hundred-year-old guest house, one block from 
the beach, recently and unsuccessfully repurposed into a 
school for mentally disabled children and teens. Herbert 

fantasy that had only previously existed in his dreams. 
He purchased the property and immediately began to 
create his vision of a perfect judgement free and safe gay 
escape from reality. He would call this place paradise, 
"Paradise Guest House" to be exact. Purchased in the 

gay business in downtown Rehoboth Beach.

However, the quaint Methodist's beach town wasn't at 
all prepared for what our friend Herbert had in mind 
to create his paradise. Herbert created a 28 room, four 
level, clothing optional, sex oriented complex exclusively 
for gay men. The following parts to this series will cover 
some of these incredible adventures he braved and the 
impossible challenges he would face. His actions and 
determination contributed to a massive ripple effect. 
Both Rehoboth Beach and the USA would never be the 
same again...
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When Allentown's last gay bar, Stonewall/Moose 
Lounge, closed its doors after 49 years, Chris, Eric 
and some friends asked what the eff are we going 
to do now? So, taking a page from Takeover Lehigh 
Valley from twenty years ago they decided to host 
quarterly social gatherings at different locales around 
the valley.

Stephen Libby: What prompted you to start OUT in 
the Valley? Was it over a few drinks? Who are the 

Chris & Eric: Yes, as a matter of fact, it was over a few 

opening on the new Bar 1838 at the Downtown Allentown 
Market and discussing the recent closing and sale of The 
Stonewall. We were discussing that maybe we could pick 
up where Takeover Lehigh Valley left off when that group 
dissolved and thought what can we do to entertain our 
community and keep them together? That founding 
group consists of Melissa Cruz, Eric Leadbetter, Jason 
Navalliat, Christopher Mesch, and Chris Troxell.

theme?
C&E: NO! It exceeded all of our expectations! We did 

hold events quarterly around the Lehigh Valley supporting 
all of the different areas. Our next event will be Sunday, 
October 10th at Weyerbacher Brewing in Easton. We will 

be piggybacking off of their Trivia event from 2pm-4pm, 

with our entertainment continuing until 7pm.  Celebrating 

SL: How can the community support or get involved 
with OUT in the Valley?
C&E: We are always looking for sponsors and donations 

volunteers just looking to have some fun and share it with 
our friends and the local LGBTQ community. The best 
way to help is just show up and spread the word and 
come have a blast - all are welcome!
SL: Why are so many gay bars closing in smaller cities 

C&E: Between society in general and many bars 
becoming more accepting of the LGBTQ community, 
as well as the number of Apps and online presence 
the LGBTQ community has, there is less opportunity 
for personal connection. We feel a strong need to get 
people together, face to face.
SL: Devils Advocate: If LGBT people are welcome and 
feel comfortable everywhere, do we still need LGBT 
nights and happy hours and tea dances and OUT in 

C&E: That is the problem … not ALL LGBTQ people 
feel comfortable being who they are, in all public 
establishments. The establishment may be accepting, 
but that does not mean all the clientele are. It only takes 
one homophobic asshole in a crowd! There will always be 
a need for “safe spaces” for our community to feel “at 
home”.
SL: How many gay guys does it take to screw in a 
lightbulb?
C&E: Just one, but a whole team of medical professionals 
to remove it!

OUT in the Valley  with Christopher Mesch, Eric Leadbetter & Friends

photos by Homespot media / Justin Torok

Eric Leadbetter,  Chris Troxell, Melissa Cruz, Jason Navalliat, Christopher Mesch
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“It gets better.”“It gets better.” That’s what I’ve heard 
time and time again as a way to encourage LGBTQ+ folks to live in 
their truth openly.
     But what is “it” -- and does all of “it” get better?
How can you tell it’s getting better?
     Coming out, for many folks, is often messy, and when you have a 
conservative Christian South Asian family like mine, let’s just say it’s 
traumatizing.

through conversion therapy. I’ll spare the details to avoid triggering 
fellow survivors. The second time, I told them over the phone 1,000 
miles from home.
     My dad disowned me. My mom threw the Bible at me. Aunts, uncles, 
and cousins started unfriending and blocking me on Facebook. My 

grandfather (and childhood pastor) hasn’t spoken to me since I came 
out. In fact, I haven’t seen any extended family in the six years I’ve 
been an openly (and proud) gay man.
     The concept of family has transformed in my life after coming out. 
My deep connection to my birth family was severed, but my network 
of chosen family has grown and grown.
     But that doesn’t mean my birth family is no longer relevant. In 
fact, the rare times I break down and allow myself to cry is directly 
tied to them.
     Four years ago, I married Ian, the love of my life. Stunning blue 
eyes. The heart of a social worker. A demonstrated passion for my 

proudly loving me.
     Our wedding wasn’t the kind I had imagined growing up, but 

the void left by my birth family. (I didn’t invite them out of fear that 
they’d either try to ruin the wedding or close off contact for good.)
     Fast forward to now. My father still refuses to acknowledge I’m 

gay and that I am married. I know having a gay son wasn’t what he 
expected, and I’m sure he’s struggled with how to react in front of 
other members of our community.
     My mother and I have had highs and lows since coming out, 
just like most relationships at any given point. I’m hopeful that we’ll 
continue to make progress, however painstaking that may be.
     The holidays are usually when I think of my birth family the most. 
I’m not allowed to bring Ian to either of my parents’ houses. (They 
divorced when I was 11.) There were times when I left Ian to spend 
time with them, but it only reinforced their desire to ignore reality 
and to pretend nothing had changed.
     Some of you may be struggling with similar family issues, especially 
around this time of year. It may include snide comments and dirty 
looks from relatives or uncomfortable dinner conversations and fake 
pleasantries. While I’m grateful to have avoided all of this recently, I 

still miss being around the people who raised me.
     Over the past year, I’ve been working with my therapist on ways to 
manage the family-related anxiety and depression I feel on birthdays 
and holidays. One approach that’s worked for me is to focus on 
celebrating with my chosen family and to acknowledge the love I 
feel from them every day.
     Honesty is the best policy, and I believe the most effective way 
to show my family (and others) a positive example of the LGBTQ+ 
community is to live my best life and to be my best self. That means 
leaning on the people who love me for exactly who I am.
     I choose to focus on the amazing life I have with Ian. It’s their loss 
for not wanting to know him. The door remains open for them to do 
that, and if that happens, we’ll go through it together. All of us.
     So, here’s to family. Whatever that looks like for you and for me.

“For Blood, as all men know, than Water’s thicker, But 
water’s wider, thank the Lord, than Blood.”

Aldous Huxley, Ninth Philosopher’s Song

Redefining Family for the HolidaysRedefining Family for the Holidays
by Stephen Jiwanmall
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Emotional 

by

Wesly Orion Gonzalez

I’ve tried to reach the angels

My broken wings give up
Like a meteor moving through the sky
I’m falling while crying inside

My head spins uncontrollably while passing through dimensions
It was a lie
It was always a lie

It was a lie
It was always a lie
The part of me that was happy never survived

Trying my best to save what’s left
Of the love that’s left inside of me
I’m trying my best because I never guessed
That love was never guaranteed
Because when you looked at me I saw peace
Yes,
I truly I saw a piece of me
I'm not sure if it was a piece the size of the Titanic
Or a piece the size of your open arms ready for an embrace
I felt at home for once

Or the beautiful night sky

I didn’t care if you wanted me
or what was left of me
I took what I could get from you
Because being alone sounds nice and all
until you realize you’ve started missing out on those small yet 
simple things
Like the sound of laughter

But it didn’t matter
like the asteroids that destroyed the dinosaur

I didn’t see that I could leave such an impact in my life
But when I try to close my eyes I have those restless nights
How can I feel free
When the cause of extinction was me
I allowed my inner saboteur to break me from the outside in
Now I blame the world for those days I feel I can’t win
It was a lie!
Oh it was always a lie
I could do it all if only I really tried
But it was a lie
It was always a lie
It seems I gave up

Am I really suppose to be alone
It seems that life has chosen me to walk this path on my own

Before I begin this new journey

I apologize to myself for losing my mind again
When I needed myself the most
Even I wasn’t my own friend

A project like this must have 
been even more of a challenge 
during covid. Why was it important 
for you to create The Rainbow Lullaby? 
After losing my mother to Cancer I was quarantined 

started writing lullabies before bed as a way to help 
me fall asleep. I pictured my Mother singing them 
to me- or I'd picture myself and my future Husband 
singing our children to sleep. It comforted me. That 
feeling of comfort and belonging is something all 
children deserve to feel. Representation changes 
the landscape in the march towards equality- and 
now there is an entire album that children will hear 
from the day they are born that will tell them their 
family is just as sacred and special as every family is. 

RYAN:
www.RyanBauer-Walsh.com
@ryan.Bauer.walsh @rbwart  

BROADWAY RECORDS:

Twitter/Instagram: @BwayRecords 
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Ray Joseph
from The Metropolitan Community Church
Interview by Rev. Goudy

Metropolitan Community Church of the Lehigh Valley pastor 
Rev. Goudy interviews Ray Joseph, who serves as MCCLV’s 

Rev. Goudy: First off, give us a sense of your various locations in 
life? Are you a Lehigh Valley native? 
Ray Joseph: I’m a New Jersey native, I grew up in Bridgewater, near 
Raritan and then I moved to the Valley at the start of the 6th 
grade.
Rev Goudy: What are some of your favorite 
LGBT hang-outs in the Lehigh Valley and 
around the U.S.? 
RJ: Stonewall was somewhere I’d usually 
go with my friends, when Thursday 
was their underage night. We’d also 
go to Diamonz. I really enjoyed 

energy in the city. And New York 
- I went there for Pride many 
years ago and everyone was so 
friendly.
Rev Goudy: When did you 
know you were gay?
RJ: I knew I was gay in 6th grade, 
ironically during gym class. The 
realization hit me like a bus, it just 
suddenly came to mind.
Rev Goudy: What was your 
coming out process like?

6th up until 9th grade I didn’t really tell 
anyone or talk about it. I kind of hinted 
about it to my family and they were very 

my friends at school and my mom shortly after. My close 
friends had no issue with it. There were some other kids who weren’t 
really comfortable with it. No one was bullying in any way and I was 
really fortunate in that aspect. My mom was very accepting of it. She 
had asked me to see a counselor because she wanted to make sure. I 

my mom took me New York City Pride.
Rev Goudy: Sadly you lost your Mom in 2016. What are some 
ways you got through this loss?
RJ: I really leaned on family and friends and, actually, it wasn’t until I 

with it, about three years after she passed. I realized she was in heaven 
and enjoying her next life. 
Rev Goudy: How did you meet your husband Jeff?
RJ: We met online through Grindr. It started out casually and as 
time went on we became more comfortable with one another and it 
naturally fell into place. 
Rev Goudy: Why did you and Jeff take the step of being legally 
married?
RJ: It was very interesting the way this happened. At the same time I 
was understanding how to manage my mental health, Jeff was dealing 
with the physical and neurological aspects of his Lyme disease. Even 

though we were dealing with our own diagnoses, we were there for 

one another. I knew that no matter what I did in life he would support 

legally married at the Northampton County Courthouse and for that 

Rev Goudy: Give us a sense of your spiritual autobiography, 
where did it start?
RJ: I was baptized as a baby in the Roman Catholic church. I didn’t 
attend church every Sunday and my parents weren’t really religious 
but I was always a very spiritual kid. I always had a close connection 
with God. As I got older it started to shift away. In part it was due to 
none of my friends being religious and it wasn’t the “cool thing.” 

weren’t necessarily the kindest person. When I realized I was gay I 
thought you couldn’t do both, being gay and religious. And then as I 
got older and my mom got sick, that caused a further divide. But right 
before she passed away, she kept mentioning the church to me, saying 
things like “maybe you should go back to church.” She never brought 
it up with anyone else in the family. Time went on and I started really 
thinking about it - that she was trying to tell me something. A good 

friend that I worked with said she was thinking about going 
back to church and asked if I’d go with her. God and 

my mom were telling me this was the journey I 
was to start. And everything took off, my love 

for God and the church. I never knew what 
I wanted to do with my life, but then as I 

started going back to church my interest 

nothing was really of interest to me 
because God should have been my 
focus all along.
Rev Goudy: What brought you 
to the super queer Metropolitan 
Community Church of the Lehigh 
Valley?
RJ: It’s a very interesting story. 

evangelical church, it was very 
welcoming and upbeat and they really 

drew you in with their music. I asked 
the church if they were LGBT-friendly and 

they said they believe in the “traditional" 

another church where it was okay to be gay 
and serve God. I did a simple Google search and 

there was a website where MCCLV was one of the 

and then after one service Jeff and I knew this was the church for us. 

Volunteer Coordination. 
Rev Goudy: Tell us about your calling to serve as a spiritual leader 
and eventually go to seminary.
RJ: Growing up, there were never really any LGBT spiritual leaders 
that I knew of and while I know now they were out there, I never really 
saw them. Also, I truly have experienced too many miracles not to 
pursue ordination! When you’ve seen miraculous things as often as I 
have there’s not other choice.
Rev Goudy: What’s the future of the church for your generation?

have piercings. I hope that as I continue on this path I can show other 
people in my generation that you can look like me and still worship 
and serve God. I want to show people truly that God is love, God 
is kindness, God is compassion NOT that God is judgmental or will 
forsake you if you don’t do x, y or z. I want to get the true image of 
God out there.

mcclv.org
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Robin de Jesús In the Heights, La Cage aux Folles and Boys in the Band
He was also featured in Aladdin, Wicked and RENT. He played heart-breaking and spirit-lifting Michael 

Camp tick 
tick...BOOM! directed by Lin-Manuel Miranda. Recently Robin spent some time chatting with me 
about why he decided against a career in opera, how he stays grounded and his recipe for mofongo.

Stephen Libby: Hey, Robin, how 
you doing? 

 I'm chillin. You know, 
just like I just got back from a little a 
retreat in L.A. just getting my mind, 
my heart and my spirit  you know? 
How about you? 
SL: Next time, give me a heads up. 
I wanna go! Do you retreat often to 
reconnect with yourself? 
RD: 
a retreat with this intention. But 

friendships and I tend to have similar 
results, if that makes sense. My social 
circle is the group of people who 
like, we really try to keep ourselves 

our own check ins. But this was more 
intense than anything I'd done before. 
SL: I think it's important, though, to 
have that circle of friends to keep 
each other in check and make sure 
you watch out for each other. 
RD: Yeah. Especially in this career. 
It's like there's so much that's not in 
your control in this business. You want 
to make sure you're showing up and 
you're doing the work. That's the 
variable that you are in control of. 
SL: So, I imagine that you've spent 
the morning be-dazzling a dinner 
jacket or something to wear to the 
photo shoot tomorrow. Does that 
sound right? 

skills, but I've always, thank God, had 
people to help make me look pretty.
SL: I went to school for theater arts 
way back in the day and we had to 
do our own make-up and help make 
costumes, sets etc. Did you go to 
school for theater?
RD: No. I was going to be an opera 
singer. I grew up in Connecticut an 
hour and a half outside New York. 
I listened to the elders. And they all 
thought that musical theater was not 
pleasant towards short Puerto Ricans. 
I knew about this open call for a 

SL: I love you in Camp.

saved my life. Yeah, because I wasn't 
going to do this. It was like divine 
intervention. And then I didn't work 
for years after that. It was like the 
universe said, 'listen, we're not going 
to make it that easy for you'. 

tick, BOOM! What spoke to you as 
a theater performer to want to be 
in tick, tick, Boom? 
RD: It was lots of things. With tick 
tick, how it happened. I get a call 

Miranda. But, you know, I still go in 

and audition for him and you know, 
make sure I approve of the role. And 
with this one, it was really interesting 
because I was trying to manifest a 

Boys in the Band that I had explored 
the territory of being the larger-

pretty scary to me because that's 
the point of the character. But as a 
theater actor, that's also what your 
subconscious self looks for. I knew 
after that experience I was looking 
for a role that was more subtle and 
it was a little quiet. And I knew 
that if I was given the opportunity 
to give a wider performance, that I 
could also showcase maturity. And I 
know that would read very different 
than the typical adjectives, but that 
also, for me, is just like a function 
of the character. Those were really 
interesting things to explore, but 
how to be interesting within that 
quietness. I think it was a technical 
exercise and the desire for growth, 
but also a desire to just showcase 
myself differently. And so, when 
Tick Tick came around, it just kept 
checking all those boxes. But then 
it also happened to be with my boy. 
It also happened to be written by 
Jonathan Larson, the man who wrote 
the show that gave me my pro debut 
in RENT when I was 21. It ended 
up being incredibly full circle. And 
also, just like thematically it lined up 
with the lessons that I needed to be 
working on myself. There was a level 
of a spiritual connection that was also 
really important to my manifesting 
this particular role. 
SL: How long did production take? 
RD: I mean, with the pandemic, 
it was like it took over a year. We 
rehearsed three months. We shot 
for two weeks. And that was when 
the shutdown happened. And I 
remember looking around, we were 
doing a scene in the snow and it 
was a big snow machine, glowing 
fake snow and fans and stuff. And I 
looked and I thought, we're creating 
a fake snow storm in my own fuckin' 
city. How cool is that, right? And 
I was just like feeling myself and 
feeling the gratitude, you know, and 
then up and shut down that night. I 
think everyone realized this is this is 
going to be weird. We didn't know 
what was going to happen when we 

was going to be, I think, like nine, 10 
months. I forget exactly what it was 
when we came back. And there was 
such a structure that everyone did 
very intentional work and you just go 
bang things out. Like my best friend 

cont. on page 47



AUTHOR
Rob Sanders
A Writer Who Teaches and a Teacher Who Writes

Rob is a writer who teaches and a teacher who writes. Every 
school day he teaches elementary school kids about books and 
words and reading and writing. Most importantly, Rob writes 
books—books that kids of all ages can read and enjoy! He 

people and events that will inspire, motivate, and challenge 
them.

Stephen Libby: Congratulations on all of your success 
with your series of LGBT youth books. Give us a little 
background. Where were you raised and what was it like 
growing up gay there? How old were you when you came 

which used to call itself The Queen City of the Ozarks. I still 
love that name. I realize now that I had an awareness of my 
sexuality in junior high—but I didn’t have the vocabulary to 

the only examples of gay men were stereotypical depictions 

“deviants,” and derogatory terms tossed around at school, on 
the bus, and in the neighborhood. I was raised in a conservative 
Christian family, went to church three or four times a week, and 
even went to a Southern Baptist Seminary for graduate school. 
That led me to work in churches and for religious publishing 
companies for years. Needlessly to say, I was living a closeted 
life. Over the years I came out to a few friends and then when I 
turned 40, I came out to my immediate family. I was eventually 

I worked. It was the best thing that ever happened to me and 
allowed me to embrace completely who I had always been. We 
all come out in our own time and our own way. But if I could 
give advice to anyone about coming out, it would be to do it 
as soon as you can. Living honestly and openly has made me 
healthier and happier. 

RS: I started college as a music major because I had a wonderful 
high school music teacher who encouraged me to sing and 
perform. But during my freshman year I was volunteering at my 
local church teaching kids and leading a children’s choir. I soon 
changed my major to elementary education. As I mentioned 
earlier, I went to seminary and followed another career path 

undergrad degree and taught school for 17 years before 

taking early retirement in December 
2020. One of my picture 
books is dedicated to my 
three favorite teachers 
who had the biggest 
impact on me—Janet 

grade teacher who 
taught me to love 
books and to learn 
about the authors 

high school music 

of my high school English 
teachers who taught me to use 
my voice to write and to write about 

teachers 
back at Bingham Elementary School, Hickory Hills Junior High, 

SL: How do you answer people who ask why you write 
books about LGBTQ+ history for young readers?
RS: The question I’m asked most often is blunter than that. 
I’ve been asked time and time again, “Why do you write such 
controversial books?” My answer is always the same: “I don’t 
write controversial books. I write books about history. History 
is not controversial. It’s fact. What would be controversial is 
not teaching history.” Many years ago, Rudine Simms Bishop 
said that books are mirrors, windows, and doors. Books about 
LGBTQ+ history allow kids to see themselves or their families 

learn about, and grow in empathy toward those in the LGBTQ+ 

realize their identity yet be better prepared to step into who 

why I write what I do.

when documenting history but you make it seem effortless. 
How long does it take to write a book like "Mayor Pete" 

RS: The process behind each book is totally different. The 
research and crafting of a book can take years. Stonewall: A 
Building. An Uprising. A Revolution. was a hard nut to crack. 
How do you tell young readers about a riot at a gay bar? I did 
painstaking research and tried draft after draft. Nothing was 
working. One day I wrote two lines at the top of one of those 
not-so-great drafts—Two Stable Houses, side by side. For 
more than hundred years they witnessed history. Then came 
a night when they became part of history. I soon realized that 
was the way to tell the story—through the eyes of the building. 
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wrote itself.
Mayor Pete: The Story of Pete Buttigieg, took a different path. 

is that a writer creates a manuscript and then shops it around 

complete the Mayor Pete to meet the desired release date. So, 

the schedule for all my research, writing, the editorial notes, 
sketches, and so on were condensed. It was a whirlwind, but 
the end results were worth it.
SL: Your books are so carefully and lovingly illustrated. Do 
you want to give a shout out to your illustrator?

picture books illustrated by wonderful illustrators, each with 
their own unique style. Steven Salerno’s colorful illustrations 
gave life to Pride: The Story of Harvey Milk and the Rainbow 
Flag, Jared Andrew Schorr’s cut-paper illustrations gave depth 

Peaceful Fights for 
Equal Rights, Levi Hastings brought Mayor Pete to Life, Jamey 
Christoph’s impeccable research added so much to Stonewall
and our soon to be released Stitch by Stitch: Cleve Jones and the 
AIDS Memorial Quilt, Robbie Cathro’s fun style and 70s palette 
made Two Grooms on a Cake: The Story of America’s First Gay 
Wedding a treat for the eyes, and Nabi Ali’s own personal life 

experiences brought heart to The Fighting Infantryman: Albert 
D.J. Cashier, Transgender Civil War Solider. Truthfully, I’ve only 
scratched the surface of the wonderful illustrators who have 
brought my words to life. I’m grateful for each and every one 
of them.
SL: What words of wisdom do you have for lgbtq youth 
looking to be writers?

RS: I have four suggestions for anyone who wants to write: 1. 
Just do it! Many people say they want to write, but they just 
think about writing or talk about writing. They don’t actually 
write. Pick up your pen or sit down at your keyboard and write. 
That’s what you have to do to be a writer. 2. Tell the stories that 
only you can tell—the stories from your heart, the stories that 
move you, the stories you wish were wish for available for you 

writers who share your passion and hold you accountable. 4. 
Read. The best writers are voracious readers. Novelist Ernest 
Gaines said: “The Six Golden Rules of Writing: Read, read, 
read, and write, write, write.”
Website: robsanderswrites.com
Blog: robsanderswrites.blogspot.com

Twitter: RobSandersWrite
Penguin Random House 29



the colors and style and his mastery of his craft. Here 
he discusses inspirations and the power of sobriety.

Stephen Libby: I am a big fan of your work. How do you 
describe your art style?

like to make large, colorful and 
captivating paintings resembling 

artwork has been around for 
a long time but I like to think I 
bring a new perspective with my 
combination of colors and multi-
layered designs.
SL: Without giving away too 
much, tell us what you are 
comfortable sharing about the 
process of creating your art? 
Do you make art to order? 
Where can people purchase 
your work?

mediums and silicone oil. I also 
rely on music to help me unwind 
while I work. The process is both relaxing and exhilarating. I 
need sharp focus to make sure my actions are precise but also 
a clear mind so I don't overthink what I'm doing. When I get 
too in my head about how I want it to turn out I will create a 
piece that is built from stress. My best work always comes from 

with me.
I always welcome commission requests as long as they are 
within the scope of what I'm capable of. I enjoy a challenge 
though.  Some of my best creations were made outside my 
comfort zone.

Currently my online presence is limited to social media. I display 

someone is interested in a piece or a commission, they contact 
me privately and we discuss logistics. I plan to launch a site 
sometime in the next year.
SL: What artists inspire you?

most of my earlier work was done 
in a similar style. Drip art is how 

mistake of over-diluting my paints 
which resulted in me making 

there I continued to experiment 

admirer of Salvador Dali and Van 

sky in Starry Night has inspired 
many of my paintings.
SL: What does your life look like 
when you are not in the studio?

of my life is my sobriety. This 

sober and my artwork has played a major role in keeping me on 
the right track. I attend recovery meetings and events with my 
fellows. I love to shoot pool at the Bike Stop in Philly, although 
I haven't been there since pre-covid. I'm also a big videogame 

together and it's how we spend a lot of our free time. We are 

with school. We also have three spoiled cats. My life isn't super 
complicated or extravagant. I traded in the drama and late-
night parties when I got sober and I don't miss it. My life might 
be "basic" but it's mine and I'm happy.

Artist Artist Drew Fowler
drew_cifer89drew_cifer89

drewfowlerart@gmail.com drewfowlerart@gmail.com 
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Darlene LoveDarlene Love
Grammy Award Winner, Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Inductee, 
Actress, Author and Tony Red Carpet recently took some time 
to talk with me about all of these things plus her upcoming 
Christmas Tour and her 60 years entertaining us. What a 
lovely, singular, spirited, grateful and humble human being!

Stephen Libby: Hello, is this Darlene Love? 
Darlene Love: Yes, it is.
SL: Congratulations with turning the Tony Awards upside down. 
You opened the show and you took the red carpet by storm.
DL: That was amazing, I think it was my second red carpet, I don't do 
them very often, but there are times when you say, OK, I'll do this. 

DL: Well, thank you. It doesn't just happen. I have a great team. 
SL: You mean so you don't roll out of bed looking 
like that?
DL: Oh, you know, maybe every now and 
then. 
SL: How are you? I mean, you are 
this amazingly talented legendary 
performer and you are still 
hugely successful. People still 
want to know everything 
about you 60 years on. How 
does that feel?
DL: Well, it is amazing 
because I don't think any of 
us start out thinking that's 
going to happen to them. I 
had no idea that Christmas, 
Baby Please Come Home 

odd years later. I mean, it's a 
great song, but who knew it 
was that great? I have a blessed 
life.
SL: It seems like you're a very 
appreciative, grateful person. I want 
to say Christmas, baby, please come 
home is one of my very favorite Christmas 
songs.
DL: I really am appreciative. Because when I started out 
singing, I didn't know I was a great singer. It was just a way to make a 
living, and that's what I did for many years as a backup singer. A few 

dreamed they would make a story about backup singers and then for 
it to win an Academy Award. I mean, really? Are you kidding? Well, 
you know, so it was amazing for me.
SL: You're talking about being a backup singer. The New York 
Times says your voice is as important to rock and roll as Eric 
Clapton's guitar and Bob Dylan's lyrics.
DL: In the whole history of music to include me with those two men. 
SL: How did it feel being inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame?
DL: It was one of those things. What would be greater than this? You 
know, that's it. That means everything that you've done up until this 
time, your peers think that you are wonderful and you're great and 

you've done a lot for our business because most people don't realize 
the people that vote for you are people who are already in the Rock 

some I didn't grow up with, but they all heard about me and listened 
to what I did and thought about what I did and voted me into the 

SL: How has the industry changed from when you started in the 
mid 60s?

Take the rappers. When they got into this business, the music was 
there. The lyrics were there, the production was there, the selling 
was there. They owned everything. But when we were coming along, 
we had to depend on the writers. The producers gave us somebody 

do the recording sessions. It was all done for us. That has changed 
immensely, but that's also changed that a lot of people get their 
own money today. The rappers own their own music. When we were 
coming up the producer, the record company owned the record. You 
were lucky to get two cents per record. Where we made our money, 

was when we started being able to perform, if our records 
were a hit, we perform. Today artists don’t have to 

work until they're 100 years old unless they 
want to work. That's the difference. I enjoy 

what I'm doing. That's the reason why 
at 80 years old I'm still having fun 

singing. 
SL: Yeah, yeah. So, you do an 

annual Christmas show, right?
DL: Yes, that's mostly when I 
tour now, at Christmas and 
David Letterman started that. 
Like I said, I was in the right 
place at the right time, doing 
a show at a club, The Bottom 
Line, and it was called 
Leader of the Pack. Paul 
Schaffer played Phil Spector 
in the play and invited David 

Letterman down to see the 
show. David Letterman saw me 

perform, he wanted me to be 
on his show. But I thought it was 

going to be like one tiny bit of time. It 
ended up being more, and then people 

would call me and ask, “are you doing a 
tour?” That's how my touring actually started at 

Christmas time. It starts around October and it goes 
all the way to January. I slowed down, especially because of 

Covid, because of all the different rules and changes and everything. 
But when I was at my peak, when we were doing them, you know, 

SL: Well, God bless you, Darlene Love. I enjoy your music so much. 
I enjoy your fashion and your longevity. I enjoy your honesty and 
your candor, and I wish you more and more success.
DL: I love you guys. I really do care for you guys. I pray for you guys. 

Darlene Love
Keswick Theatre, Glenside, PA

December 17th  8pm
keswick.theatreglenside.org
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Unchained Melody
Sweet and Soulful to Men’s Rears

BY Mylo Whalen

As fashion and fetish-wear continue to become increasingly 
intertwined, designers are striving to incorporate the 
latter’s seedy aesthetic into their collections. The latest 
to combine ready-to-wear design sensibilities with kink-
wear is the gay-owned menswear designer, Addicted 
USA.

This holiday season, they are unveiling “Unchained,” the 

features crafted harnesses, singlets, and jocks. 

The collection draws inspiration from the gay bathhouse 

meticulously crafted by Addicted’s superior artisan team.  
“When you go into a sex store and shop fetish clothes, 

explains AddictedUSA’s Chris Lynch. “The Unchained 

that look fetish-y but are comfortable and well built.”
32





Stephen Libby: Tell us a little bit about your involvement 
with the show and working with Bridget Everett. What are 
you most excited about for viewers to see in the show?

time in my career, in my friend’s HBO show! How sweet it is! A 

performing in the Lower East Side in NYC and have been friends ever 
since. I’m so excited for the world at-large to see the special talent 
that is Bridget Everett! She’s a triple threat and an American treasure!
SL: You are the self-proclaimed "hardest working middle-aged man in 
show business". What is it like being a drag king in 2021 Hollywood?
MH: The Emmy’s were on the other night, and it was the most diverse 
group of nominees in the award ceremony’s history. The actual 
broadcast was also way more representative of real-life than it has 
been in the past.  With that said, there has been little to no visibility 

long for a network to take a chance on me.  I attribute this opportunity 
to Bridget…she opened this door for me.  So, to answer the question 

admired and in lockdown and on top of the world. What 
has been the most exciting thing to happen in your career?
MH: That’s a tough question! My career has been a rollercoaster 
with so many ups and downs. It’s been one helluva ride and I’m so 
grateful for all the experiences! Growing up, I certainly never in my 
wildest dreams imagined traveling all over the world making people 

being on a panel with and sitting next to the one and only Elaine 
Stritch…and making her laugh!  And of course, recently, being on 

the pandemic and every day was a damn gift and total showbiz!
SL: Tell us something we would never guess about you.

SL: What words of encouragement do you 

MH: I say this to all the young kids…well, actually, to anyone 
who will listen: If you don’t see yourself represented, then 
go out and represent yourself.  That’s what I did. Never wait 
for someone to give you a break. Don’t wait for validation 
from the gatekeepers.  Be your own gatekeeper!  And keep 
creating and working no matter what. EVERY GIG COUNTS!!!
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Somebody Somewhere
is due JANUARY on HBO
and available to stream
on HBO Max
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About:
Providing legal services to the LGBT community for over 25 years. 
Board Member and Officer of Pride GLV, Member of LGBT Business 
Council and Founding Contributor of Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT 
Community Center. As a gay man, Mark has first-hand knowledge 
of the challenges that face the LGBT community. He lives in the 
Lehigh Valley with his husband and son.

Services Provided:
• Pre & Post Nuptial Agreements
• Partition of Property & Equity Actions
• Divorce
• Custody
• Child & Spousal Support
• Child Custody & Visitation
• Wills, Powers of Attorney & Living Wills
• Adoption & Assisted Reproductive Technology Law
• Name Changes
• General LGBT Legal Issues

Mark B. Stanziola, Esq.
Attorney at Law

GARDNER LAW OFFICE 
740 Main Street | Bethlehem, PA 18018

mstanziola@gardnerlawyers.com

610.866.9529



Your name gets associated with many fundamental things about you—
reputation, gender, identity—but you had no say in what your name would 
be. While you are free to take on a chosen name during your life, the only way 

change.

The general process for a judicial name change is fairly consistent throughout 

include your name, the intention to change your name, the reason for the 

the date of the petition. 

hearing. The default rule is that notice of the name change hearing is required 
to be published in two newspapers of general circulation, one of which may be 
the local legal reporter. The notice allows anyone with a lawful objection to the 
name change to appear and be heard.

The decision to change your given name is often a private matter, sometimes 
only happening after years of informally using a chosen name. Considering the 
ongoing intolerance towards the LGBT community, there is understandable 
fear and apprehension associated with a public name change hearing. 

would jeopardize the safety of the person seeking a name change. This request 
often requires its own separate hearing, but publication of the hearing to 
determine safety risks is not required. With the proper testimony, I have found 
this request to be met with little resistance by judges. If a judge grants your 

At the name change hearing, you would present evidence to justify your name 

that they are seeking a name change to align their name with their gender. You 
would also need to show proof of notice publication, unless the requirement 
was waived, as well as proof that you have no outstanding judgments against 
you. Provided there is no lawful objection to your request, and the court is 

be granted. 

Voila, you have a new name! Pretty simple, right? Well, getting a new name 
can often be the least frustrating part about the name change process. You 

documents. This is the part that requires patience and planning.

The name change order is the fundamental document for making all your 

computer to make things easier going forward.

By and large, you will likely need to change the following government-issued 

security card. You may even have additional IDs that need to be changed, such 
as a school ID. Each document has its own process, but they all begin with the 

many than not enough.

It is best to begin looking into what items, aside from the order, you will need 
to change your IDs and documents as early as possible. The time between 

things as organized as possible. 

will quickly learn that some of these documents are never where you thought 
you left them. While the process for changing your name on these documents 
has become much more streamlined over time, it is always best to start with the 
original document before moving to an online or paper request for a change.

Be aware that updating these documents can take time to process. While your 

months after your name is changed.

Making a fundamental change takes time and perseverance, but the reward 
will be with you forever.

Ryan Fields is an attorney with the KingSpry 

education law and estate planning. He is a 
member of several local boards, including Via 
of the Lehigh Valley, Southern Lehigh Public 
Library and the Estate Planning Council of the 
Lehigh Valley. He earned his law degree at  
University of New Hampshire Franklin Pierce 
School of Law.

You’ve Just Changed 
Your Name: Now What?
by Ryan K. Fields, Esq. KingSpry Law

King, Spry, Herman, Freund & Faul LLC
One West Broad Street Suite 700 

Bethlehem, PA 18018

KingSpry
Attorneys and Counselors at law
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Stephen Libby: Hi Ron & Ken! Congratulations on the 
ongoing success of Mercantile and Dirty Bird and really 

vaccine covid?
Ron Morris: Hi Stephen! Thank you. 

Pre-vaccine COVID was certainly 
a shaky time for us, but 

we remained physically 
healthy...so we stayed 

thankful for that and 
just took it one day 
at a time. Through 
the shutdown we 
worked to stay 
connected to 
our community 
in creative ways 
through social 
media. And they 

were AMAZINGLY 
supportive. We 

really focused on 
doing back-end work 

on our website and 
digital presence. And we 

made a lot of masks! Then this 
wonderful thing happened. Our 

colorful critters had a viral moment. As 

living rooms, one of our squirrels began popping up in the 
background of journalist and news analyst, John Heilemann's 
apartment. He hosts a show called “The Circus” on Showtime, 
and is a regular contributor on NBC, CNN, and lots of others. 
He has a fantastic apartment and, along with great art, well 
styled objects, and a WuTang Clan symbol, there were two 
of our squirrels!  A fantastic, funny Twitter account called 
"Room Rater", that reviews the backgrounds of these at-
home interviews, were big fans of Heilemann's apartment …
and the squirrels. They were alerted to the fact that we were 
the creators of these colorful ceramic squirrels, and they kindly 
shared that info to all their followers. And THAT is a big part of 

SL: That's pretty amazing! Tell us more about these now 
iconic squirrels, critters and other favorites.
RM: The colorful critters are always a favorite. With the squirrel 
leading the pack. They are a whimsical gift and addition to any 
space. I mean, you can’t help but smile at a purple squirrel. 

favorite. We are always making new creations, or re-vamping 
classic creations in new ways, and that's one of the reasons 
folks say they enjoy Mercantile. You never know exactly what 
you’re going to discover, but you know it will be unique, fun, 
and special.
SL: What is going on at the studio leading up to this holiday 

RM: We are make, make, making!  Our studio really gets buzzing 
in the run up to the season. Ken is prototyping new objects, 
we are gathering fabrics, and testing patterns. The production 

pace in the studio really gets moving. We’re releasing new 

items online on the regular. It’s quite the operation to be a 
handmade workshop! It really is a wonderful time of year. The 

is turned up.
SL: I have some suggestions for sayings on your aprons. 
"This Cook's Meat is Spicy", "An Egg Beater is not a Sex 
Toy. An Egg Beater is not a Sex Toy. An Egg Beater is not a 
Sex Toy", and of course, "Cucumbers, Zucchinis, Eggplants, 
Oh, My!" Seriously, what inspires your creative juices?
RM: Those suggestions are duly noted and put in our inspiration 

Ken is a mega maker. He really doesn’t stop coming up with 
ideas from morning until night. Seriously!
As far as inspiring our creative juices…so many things! We are 
very fortunate that we get to create for our profession. We 
know our life is the fuel for that creation, so we try to keep it as 
joyful as possible. And that's not always easy, but, hopefully, it 
comes through in what we make.
SL: Now let's talk Naughty. Tell us the history of Dirty Bird. 

RM: Yes. Let’s get naughty. In the early days of Mercantile, 
we used to joke in the studio that we should make a line of 
handmade, adult themed creations and throw a party to sell 
them in the middle of winter when nothing was happening. 
And we would call it Dirty Bird! Invite all our dirty bird friends, 
blindfold all the squirrels, and have a blast!  After years of 

restyled the shop with new lighting, naughty creations, and 

It was a blast! So much fun. A night we will never forget!
     The following year the party doubled in size and by year 
three we realized the party was taking on a life of its own. We 
decided quickly that we were going to need a bigger venue if 
we were going to keep the Dirty Bird going and growing. So, we 
moved the party to the Bank Street Annex in downtown Easton 
and it really took off. It is a super fun, naughty night with 
burlesque headliners, unexpected experiences, cheeky fun, 

Dirty Bird changes, grows, and shows off!  Dirty Bird 7 was in 

RM: We've always got something in the works!  Our 2022 
Mercantile Home Ec class schedule is coming together. We've 

Mercantile Outpost at the Easton Public Market, and so much 
more. That's why we step away for a little bit each year to our 
favorite rustic getaway to plot and plan our creative adventures 
for the coming year!
SL: And how freakin' crazy is it that you guys vacation just 

electricity. No cell phones. No beeps, whistles, or dings. No 
distractions. Just quiet inspiration.

mercantilehome.com

Ron Morris

Ron & Ken
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Greetings readers, especially you Elvira groupies! I 
have to say that speaking with Cassandra Peterson 
live and one on one, was without a doubt the most 
cool and thrilling Halloween thing I’ve ever done. 
And it was actually on Halloween weekend, no less! 

Liz Bradbury: Hi Cassandra, we’re so excited to talk with you! 
And I want you to know it’s not just straight and Gay men that 
love you, team Lesbian is also on your side!

LB: So… your autobiography, “Yours Cruelly, Elvira: Memoirs 
of the Mistress of the Dark”, has just come out, 
and it was an instant bestseller and is topping 
the sales charts in a lot of categories! Had 
you always wanted to do a memoir?
CP: I wrote all sorts of notes through the 
years but never really did anything, 
and it just kept going on and on and 
on, you know. This is never, ever 
going to happen. Then one day a 
really good friend of mine, Pamela 
Des Barres, who wrote, I'm With 
the Band, said to me, “Honey, if 
you don't get an agent and you 
don't get a book deal, you will 
never, ever write this book.” She 
turned me on to her literary agent. 
We went out and shopped the book. 
She helped me put together a proposal. 
So then, when I got a deadline, and I had 
to turn it in, I sat down and I actually did it.
LB: Well, there's nothing like a deadline…
Your book covers some pretty hard incidents 
in your childhood and then also leaving home. Leaving 
Kansas at such a really early age. Tell us about that…
CP: Well, I was burned when I was a child. When I was 18 months old. 
I, um, my mom was boiling Easter eggs, and I climbed up on a chair 

my body covered with third degree burns. Generally back then, that 
was unsurvivable. But miraculously, I did survive and they transferred 
me to a burn center in Kansas City. And so I had months and months 
and months of skin grafting operations. And then, as I grew up, I was 
made fun of in school and bullied and teased. And all of that, which I 
think made a very big impact on my life. That's a long, long story, you 
kind of have to read that in the book.
LB: And then you left home at a very early age and went out on 
your own…

CP: I had a bad relationship with my mother who was fairly abusive, 
and I moved out when I was 14. Once in a while, I moved back in 
when I ran out of money or didn't have a job or whatever, but mainly I 

16, with another friend. I was supporting myself as a Go-Go girl. But I 
stayed in school…I graduated from high school. So that was a miracle. 
My parents sort of talked me into doing that. But I did basically pay 
my own rent. Bought my own cars, and completely supported myself, 
just by Go-Go dancing.
LB:Wow!
CP: I know! I have a child… and you know, I’m like, oh my God…I 

would not let… Oh my God. I mean, 14 seems so young!
LB: Was that in Kansas? When did you go to Las 

Vegas?
CP: Well, Kansas was where I was when 

I was little, and I was burned. Later we 
moved to Colorado Springs when I 

was Go-Go dancing. I got to Vegas 
when I was 17. Just a weird break, 
on a vacation for spring break, in 
my senior year of high school. 
I went with my Mom and Dad 
to California and we stopped in 
Vegas, and I was actually picked 
right out of the audience to be in a 
show there. I had to admit to them 

that I was under age. They said I 
could still do it, if my parents would 

sign an agreement that said it was 
okay. So here I was, dancing topless in a 

show in Las Vegas. I could not go through 
the front door. I couldn't be in the casino, I 

couldn't be in the bars. But I could dance onstage 
in my skivvies. I don't know. It was another time, right?

LB: Yow, I guess. Yeah! And you had some major relationships, or 
encounters with various different stars: Tom Jones, Frank Sinatra, 
Sammy Davis. Tell us about that…
CP: Well, yeah. Vegas back then, when you were a showgirl there, 
you were really on the inside. You were really like a big deal. I don't 
think it's that way so much now. But Vegas was smaller then. It just 
had the seven original hotels. The show I was is was, “Viva Les Girls”. 
It was a big deal, the top show in Vegas at the time. We got invited 
to see everybody that played in Vegas, every star. We’d get to go for 
free to see their show, go backstage, meet them. I did have all these 
encounters with celebrities. They invited me to their show openings, 
or their parties, or whatever. I ran into a lot of people. I had good and 
bad encounters with people. One of the best was with Elvis Presley, 
who came to see my show and then invited some of the showgirls 

Cassandra Peterson
Halloween Has Always Been OUR Holiday, and She’s Always Been “Ours Cruelly”!
Elvira Chats With The Gay Journal                                                                 Interview by Liz Bradbury

Author Photo
Credit to Alan Mercer
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back to a party. He was very kind, very gentlemanly, and actually gave 
me probably some of the best advice I ever had, it was, “Get the hell 
out of Las Vegas”.
LB: Un huh…

and I did leave. I went to Europe and that’s a whole different story.
LB: But you ended up in L.A. and that's kind of the route to Elvira 
- the legendary Elvira, the wonderful icon. Tell us about how you 
got to Elvira.
CP: I did my last big show in Miami Beach at the Playboy Club, and I 
met a guy. He was from L.A. and he asked me to come back and live 

I think I should get into acting.’ So I started taking acting lessons, 
looking for an agent. And there are many misadventures in that whole 
ordeal, which I have in my book. I decided that I would segue from 

dancing, to singing, into acting. Which had more longevity. When you 
were a dancer, you were pretty much washed up by the time you're 
about 24 years old, believe it or not. So I moved on to something 
else. I took many, many acting classes, but eventually got to the 
Groundlings, which really made a difference in my life because, I 

getting the part of Elvira.
LB: We all know and love Elvira, and I think every single 
person in the world is binge watching Elvira on repeat for 
Halloween weekend. But I do need to ask, because this is an 
LGBTQ magazine, about coming out in your book, and about 

your 19 year relationship with your partner. You've always 
been pretty private about your personal life compared to 
your Elvira character. So why did you decide to do this now?

of all, who have a character and own it. And it’s a brand, and it's 
a business that I run, and it's how I make my living. So, I've been 
very protective about the character. I mean actually, the only 
other person that I really relate to, when it comes to this, is Pee-
Wee Herman. Paul Reubens, is a very close friend. He always says 
we're members of the world's smallest and most exclusive club.
LB: And you met him in the Groundlings, right?
CP: Yes, I've known Paul since, like,1976. I was in the Groundlings 
for 4 years before I got Elvira in 1981. Paul and I are very close and 
of course, we have a lot in common, and both of us have tried to 
keep our private lives, you know, private, because we don't want it to 
encroach on our characters. Like I said, we own them and they’re our 
livelihood.
LB: But you did decide to come out in the book…

70 years old and I was like, I don't have to worry that much about 
the character anymore. I think she's on solid ground. I have enough 
money. If nobody wants to hire me anymore or if this impacts the 
character in some way, I don't give a damn. Even when I was married 

like that, because nobody wants to look at Elvira and fantasize that 
she's at home washing dishes, and you know, changing diapers. I 

hell? And, you know, 70 years old, it doesn't matter. And it was so 
great and freeing to be able to talk about my current relationship with 
T. I categorize myself as heterosexual. I met a particular person. It 
happened to be a woman and I fell in love with her. That had never 
happened to me before. So people were saying, are you Gay or are 
you Bi? I'm like, I don't know what I am, I was straight until I fell in love 
with a woman, and now I guess I'm gay. I don't know what happens.
LB: We sometimes like to say in this Community, that you're 
Queer…
CP: There you go. I am Queer! But you know, that's a funny thing for 
me to say. I've got to say that, because when I was a kid, Queer was 
a really bad word, right? It was like saying, excuse my language, but 
like saying “fag.” And you know, everybody used to say, “Oh, you're 
queer, you should be queer.” You know? It was a really derogatory 

LB: I know it's hard, I'm in my sixties and I understand that as well, 

in Queer studies from Vanderbilt University and you've been able 
to do that for 15 years.

sticks at me. I guess, when I heard people say that, because I 
hung around so many gay men, it was really offensive to me.
LB: I think they're probably going to tell us that you have to go 
on to your next interview, but I’d love to hear you talk a bit about 
why Elvira is such an incredible icon for the LGBT community.
CP: You know, I think there are a lot of women performers that are 
LGBTQ icons. People that come to mind, you know, who are a little 
older, like Cher and like Madonna. Are super sexy. They're obviously 
women. They show a lot of skin, but they're strong. They're not these 

First day on the job
as Elvira, 1981
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bimbos, you know, like some of the actresses I could name, which 
I won’t. But they're strong and sexy, and don't take any crap from 
people. So, I kind of look at Elvira and these other females like they 
are a little bit androgynous. They are super sexy, but they act a little 
more like, you know, in quotes, men. Just because they're more 
aggressive and …
LB: Powerful…
CP: Yeah, powerful! And so I think that's very attractive to 
particularly the Gay community. I mean, androgynous men have 
always been really, really interesting and sexy, like David Bowie 
or Mick Jagger, you know. And yeah, they're really attractive to 
a Gay crowd. And I think it is that — not too straight, not too 
gay. You know what I mean? Somewhere right in the middle.
LB: I just wanted to toss in one more question because 
you sent us a wonderful picture of you and Vincent Price. 
I know that you were, interested in the horror movies that 
he was in when you were a kid, but you got to meet him.
CP: Yeah, I got to meet him, it was a miracle. I mean, I loved him 
as a kid and then one day he actually agreed to show up on my TV 
show here, which was still local at the local evening news TV station. 
He showed up to do a little bit on my show for Halloween, where he 

I could hardly breathe. I could hardly talk. He was so adorable and 
charming and funny as hell. He totally put me at ease. Over the years, 
we appeared together on every Halloween episode of everything. You 
know, we showed up at every convention and every awards show. We 
were always, always together, so we became quite friendly and kind of 
had a little pen pal thing going, writing back and forth to each other, 
back when people actually still physically wrote letters. He was such a 
dear, dear man. I just adored him.
LB: And his daughter, who is a lesbian, says that he was bisexual.
CP: Yeah. You know, she didn't so much say he was bisexual as he 
believed in, like, the Native American free spirit.

LB: Yeah, there you go…
CP: I've got to say, I would go along with that, because I've been 
thinking about this so much. I mean, I've surrounded myself with 
nothing but gay people my whole life, and I just think there's such 
a wider spectrum than people say… I mean, there's gay and there’s 
straight, and then there's 1000 shades of gray in between that. I’ve 
just discovered it’s really hard to label anybody. And I think that's 
certainly the category that Vincent would fall in.
LB: Wow, that’s great. Do you have any anything to tell the LGBT 
community from Elvira? Something we could carry throughout 
the whole year?
CP: Well, I would say. You know, um…
LB: Opportunity only gives you knockers once…

the right time and the right way. But once you do, it is going to free up 
your life for so many new fun and creative endeavors, because holding 

and it can impact your family life. It can impact your job. Believe me, I 
know. But once you do, it is going to be so, so, … you feel so much freer!
LB: Well, that's a great ending to interview. Thank you so much 
and happy Halloween. This is our time of year.
CP: Yeah, absolutely. I think of it totally as a Gay holiday!

Cassandra Peterson
with her hero,
Vincent Price
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AActivist Chloectivist Chloe
Cole-WilsonCole-Wilson

Local activist Chloe Cole-Wilson discusses coming 
out, her passions and what motivates her.

Stephen Libby: Give us a little history. Where were you raised and 
what was it like knowing you were 

different and who did you have 
for support? Who did you 

look up to?
Chloe Cole-Wilson: 

I was born and 
raised in Allentown 
Pennsylvania and 
as a child I idolize 
my grandmother 
and my mother. 
To me they were 
strong black 
women that could 

be anything. They 
instilled in me the 

power that I have as a 
person exists and that I 

should honor that. They 
always supported my 

interests and never ever made 
me feel ashamed to be who I am. I 

w a s honored to be raised by two powerhouse 
black women that believed that my brother and I could be anything 
that we wanted to be.
     As for coming out, I was privileged to have a coming out story 
that was short and sweet. My mother and grandmother embraced me 
and never judged me for my sexuality. My father did not embrace me 
and continues to struggle with my sexuality today. He was not a part 
of my life and I struggled with that. I also struggled with the fact that 
he judged his own child so harshly just because she wanted to live 
as her authentic self. As an adult my level of not caring became very 
high. My freedom is most important, the freedom to be myself. I can 
proudly say that I am a pansexual gender queer Black woman who 
embraces and loves themselves so deeply that any hate around the 
way I love and exist will never hurt me. I’ve come to learn that I was 
placed on this earth to live and exist for me, and not anyone else. My 
life is beautifully my own.  

CC: We need to work on our issues with culture. Our culture many 
times stops people from being the best that they can be, To live 

homophobia, trans-phobia, bi-phobia, fat phobia, able-ism and the 
lack of caring for people. The only way to address those issues is 
by having conversations with our loved ones and dismantle the toxic 
stereotypes and ideologies that continue to affect communities who 
are in need. When we change our abilities to accept people we will be 

able to address substance abuse, mental health, healthcare, living 

wages, housing instability, sexual assault, safety, police brutality and 
the many -isms and phobias that negatively affect people’s lives. There 
is no need to police peoples' bodies and lives. We must learn to give 

with the human experience.
SL: What is going on with you now? What are you passionate 
about?
CC: Busy! I am so happy to be doing the work I love! Currently I am 
working at Project Silk Lehigh Valley, a drop in space for young adults. 
A space to be their authentic selves while also getting the services 
that they need and to be their own health care advocates. This work 
has transformed me so much and I’m so thankful and blessed to be 

am thankful for the opportunity to grow and learn about how to care 
for priority populations. Also, I work as a healing justice organizer, 
making sure that our community is healing from stressful political and 
social issues and providing support for the folks who work within our 
team to feel supported while doing transformative work. On the side, 
I am a poet and performer. I am the artistic director for Basement 
Poetry an organization presents work that is exciting and to discuss 

sexual assault and mental health.
     I am passionate about freedom and mental, emotional  and 
physical health. The ability to be safe in our bodies no matter what 
our gender, race, origin we come from or the challenges we face while 
existing within the human experience. I am passionate about trans 
health and for trans folks to have space and anatomy to get access to 
services. I am passionate about youth, and making sure they are able 

homes. I am passionate about Black and Brown lives and making sure 
America’s history of bigotry, harm and murder ends in my lifetime. I 
am passionate about trauma-informed care and utilizing those skills 
I have learned as a practice to support others. We all struggle with 
something and the best way to support one another is understanding 
each other and listening when people are in need. I know these things 
are hard to address alone and so I am honored to work alongside 
amazing activists and leaders everyday to change our communities. 
It’s a lifetime commitment.
SL: What is the best way for people to get involved?
CC: Do what is in your means and if that means just sharing a post 

conversations with people who need to be educated on how to be a 
good person to lgbtq+, women, BIPOC, veterans, folks who struggle 

the negative stereotypes that plague our communities. Create spaces 
for people who need to express themselves and always understand 
yourself, where does your privilege exist and how can you use that to 
support your community.
SL: Share a black and/or gay history lesson that most people 

CC: Bayard Rustin had supported Martin Luther King Jr. during the 
civil rights movement. Many don’t know his story because he was a 
gay Black man. Bayard Rustin is a strong activist who ideas around 
being an angelic troublemaker have transformed the way we address 
activism and advocacy today. When we know the history of the folks 
that have paved the way for us, we know how we should engage and 
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Brandon James Gwinn
was raised in the suburbs of Nashville, Tennessee. After college 
at Middle Tennessee State University, he continued his studies at 

various levels of production from college to regional and even Off-
Broadway.  He was nominated for a Drama League Award and won 
the American Academy of Arts and Letters’ Richard Rodgers Award 
for his and EllaRose Chary’s musical TL;DR: Thelma Louise; Dyke 
Remix. He entered the pop realm with the production of two albums 
for RuPaul’s Drag Race All Stars winner Trixie Mattel: 2017’s Two Birds 
and 2018’s One Stone; both of which he performed on. He released 

opening act of Trixie Mattel’s USA tour. Brandon James Gwinn and 
Broadway’s Alexa Green sing in the new video for “You’ll See,” the 
second single from Gwinn’s BULLIT album.  Written by Brandon James 
Gwinn and co-produced with M.P. Kuo, the song is a pop country 
crossover track, in the vein of Shania Twain and Lady A, and follows 
Gwinn’s previous release, “Cristal Conners.” While the track may feel 
like a 180 departure from the comic queerness of “Cristal Conners,” 
the two songs are actually quite similar in their country roots and 
unconventional storytelling. “I think both are indicative of the eclectic 
journey of the album as a whole,” explains Gwinn.  “Much of BULLIT 
is about how life and love can be beautifully chaotic, and “You’ll See” 
acknowledges the mess. It says “I don’t know what I can promise you 
and it might be a disaster, but I don’t want to leave and neither do 

Stephen Libby: Congratulations on BULLIT and You'll See. Tell us 

Brandon James Gwinn: I grew up in Nashville so there’s a healthy 
dose of pop-radio-country because I was immersed in that from 

Montgomery, Reba, Martina McBride.  My parents’ late 70’s early 

pop rock, classic rock, southern rock. Then of course the music of the 
90’s and 2000’s which I listened to when I was younger. Especially the 
alternative stuff that was particularly popular; Nirvana, The Donnas, 

access to streaming music, and it has never been easier to create music 
and reach an audience beyond the coffee house down the street. This 
is a great thing. Now everyone who has something to say can say it. It 

on small labels like me to get to new ears. It takes money to get the 

kind of publicity you need to get nationwide or global attention, and 
the big labels are still the ones with those resources most of the time. 
Unless you can get lucky.
SL: I can’t help but notice a similarity to another Brandon...Flowers 

door. What was the inspiration for the change?
BJG: Well… I hardly believe I’ve ever thought of myself as “boy-
next-door”. Maybe “they-next-door-hiding-in-their-room-until-their-
parents-go-out-to-eat-so-they-can-put-on-eye-liner-and-scream-
celine-dion.”  Glam has always interested me. Everything from Kiss, 
to David Bowie, to RuPaul’s Drag Race, to Gaga, Kacey Musgraves 
and the list goes on.  I love dressing up. Halloween is my favorite 
holiday. I admit I am more than happy to sit around with no makeup 
in sweatpants at home, but I am always excited for the lashes and 

comparison. I get Brandon Urie a lot too. And, if I’m in the same ROOM 
with eyeliner it’s only a matter of time before a white woman stops me 
to ask, “has anyone ever told you you look like Adam Lambert.” “Yes, 

SL: This is our winter holiday issue. Do you have a favorite holiday 
memory you would like to share?

favorite holiday. His family had a long list of traditions when he was 

celebrate Christmas go about opening gifts on Christmas morning. 
But, our family opens our gifts in order of age… with the oldest going 

gifts and we all watch, then my mother, then me, then my sister, Erin.
When we were kids we hated it cause we had to wait. Now that I’m 
older I appreciate it. Everyone gets to see what everyone got and 
say “thanks.” It makes the morning really special, and we take our 
time. However, I have never thought to ask for proof that this tradition 
happened before I was born. As I answer this question, it occurs to me 
my dad could have made the whole thing up in an effort to open his 

Visit brandonjamesgwinn.com.

Musician

brandonjamesg.brandonjamesg.
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said, 'you know, it's a privilege to be working right now right here'. That 
made it easier to pull through in those moments where you wanted to 
complain.
SL: What is it about a large ensemble that draws you to a project? 
RD: It's my absolute favorite. I'm very intentional. When work has a sense 
of community. It's like everyone's just so happy to watch everyone work 

and when the camera wasn't on you, that people were just reading lines 
by even acting them out and that was not the case. It was interesting 
because it was like everyone you thought was giving everything they had. 
You never felt like anyone was being lazy when the camera wasn't on 
them, right? It's beautiful work. It's humbling work. 

RD: It used to be theater. More recently I feel like I have more of the 

difference when I'm doing my best work. In theatre 
you see everything. And there were things that 
my character could accomplish if he was 
physically in the scene, regardless of 
whether or not he had a line, right? 

how to have a new relationship 

the play, I was able to sort 
of establish some sort of 
just like tension between 
them, that occasion was 
actually fun tension, 
but sometimes it's kind 
of real. Right? And 
so that would justify 
some of my stuff the 
way I treated him at 
certain times. In the 

that. 
SL: Do you have any 
rituals or anything 
you do prior to 
either like an audition 
or performance?
RD: Yeah, I'm a ritualistic 
person. I love a good 
workout before I have 
to do it any day. The Tony 
Awards this year I was just 
presenting and I had my 
trainer meet me at the hotel 
to exhaust me. Because I knew if 
he exhausted me, I wouldn't waste 
energy on nerves. Recently, there has 
been a bit more of an acceptance. I have to 
remind myself that I have a right to be where 
I am. I have to remind myself that I worked my ass 
off and I've had these lines memorized for weeks. I've 
been developing this character for a while. I just I have a right to 
be present and relax. 
SL: You mean because you're gay? Reminding yourself that you have 
the right to be there and be successful?
RD:
been made to feel as if I don't deserve to be in the place. What a terrible 
feeling it is. There were periods in my life where there were things that 

Desk Awards being nominated and someone thought I was a server. And 
I had just been nominated. I remember going to the Armani store to get 
something for opening night of In the Heights. And the guy that worked 
there saying to me, 'Oh, that's too expensive'. Like I was Julia Roberts in 
Pretty Woman, right? You work on commission. Big mistake. Yeah. Shit 
like that. 

when I was younger. We have to allow ourselves and remind ourselves 
that we can belong wherever we want to be. 
You mentioned your trainer... Does the trainer come before the weed 
guy or after the weed guy?

SL: Or are they the same guy? 

separate guys. But the trainer comes beforehand. Yeah, I'm not one of 
those people who can smoke and work out. That's a no-no for me. 
SL: What does a chill day look like for you? A day that you don't have 
to do interviews on the and you don't have to go do a photo shoot 
and you're not going to an audition, rehearsal or performance? 
RD: There are two different kinds, even though one of them sounds like 
it's a busy day, different kind of busy. Because there's the day where I'm 
chillin' at home and there's the day where I'm chilling at home with the 
family in Connecticut. If it's family then as soon as I wake up, I'm packing 
my bag and heading to Connecticut and it's going to be like go to my 
niece's softball game and go to my brother's house and playing with the 
nephew. It really is chilled and fun. But then if I'm home alone, it's like, Oh, 
we're going to wake up and maybe we start the day watching a movie or 

ordering in breakfast. You know very, very, very rarely because this is 
not sustainable. I mean, like maybe twice this year there's 

a wake and bake day. And then if I'm really, really 
feeling myself, I'll put on some lights and be 

like a blue light in one corner, a purple one 
in another. And I make myself think I'm 

SL: What is your guilty pleasure 
food of choice? 

RD: Damn, fried pork chops.
SL: Do you make them? Did 

you inherit cooking from 
someone in your family? 
RD: Yeah, they come 
through the family. 
Especially on days I 
don't know what I 
want to make, but I 

ingredients. Mm 
hmm. And like, you 
know, you just sort 
of make something 
up and then I look 
up, I go, thank you, 
and then you can't 
do all these things. 
But I do love a good 
pork chop. Nothing 

beats my mother's pork 
chop. Nothing beats my 

mom's pie. I'll make my 
own. There's certain foods 

that I love when I'm in Puerto 
Rico. Like mofongo, which is 

a mound of fried plantains, the 
savory green ones, and you mash 

up with loads of garlic and pork rinds. 
Oh yeah, clearly you can feel it. Yeah, 

it's tight. 
SL: That sounds delicious! What advice 

would you want to give to other young Latino 
gay kids that are interested in pursuing a career in 

theater or movies? Or just chasing dreams. Really, whatever 
message you want to put out into the universe. 
RD: I think there is so much power and beauty in realizing that the most 
amazing and one of the most humbling things about life is that every 
human being accomplishes amazing things by just being a human being. 
We all face obstacles. Yes, there's various amounts of privilege. There are 
various amounts of oppression. But we all possess the ability to have the 
brilliance of God, we all possess the ability to have the effect of Mother 
Teresa. If that's what we work towards and if we are able to have our 
work aligned with opportunity it's really important that we not let that that 
scarcity scare us because there is also abundance. Don't allow yourself 
to think that you have to compromise yourself to navigate the straight 
white corporate world. You can be authentically you and not compromise 
yourself. I think for so long for marginalized groups, there was this idea 
that we had to assimilate and sort of cater to whiteness. And there's been 
a bit of a loss. And I think it's really important for us to persist, but also 
remember and retain our roots and not lose ourselves. Be kind to yourself 
because we're all adjusting. We're all learning. We're all navigating and 

SL: Amen, brother. 
RD: Yeah, word.

cont. from page 27
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Potato Leek Soup

• 4 large white or yellow potatoes
•

• 4 garlic cloves or 2 tsp minced 
garlic from a jar 

• pinch of pepper & salt
• 8 cups vegetable or vegan chicken 

• 1 tsp dried dill
•

Directions

Ingredients

• Preheat oven to 400 degrees and 
line a baking sheet with parchment 
paper. 

•
into 1 inch cubes.  

• Cut the green leaves off of the leeks 
& compost or toss.  Slice the white 
parts of the leeks in half long ways, 
and rinse well.  Slice  into 1 inch 
pieces.  

• Toss the potato cubes, sliced leeks, 
4 garlic cloves or 2 tsps minced 
garlic & a pinch of salt & pepper, 
in a large bowl. As you toss, spray 
with a bit of olive oil or coconut oil 
cooking spray. 

• Spread vegetables out on the  
parchment paper lined baking sheet 
& bake at 400 degrees for 30-40 
minutes or until gently browned.  
Make sure the  potatoes allow a 
fork to slide into them easily, before 
removing from the oven. 

• Bring 8 cups of vegetable broth 
or vegan chicken broth to a boil a 
few minutes before removing the 
vegetable from the oven. 

• Carefully add the roasted 
vegetables to the boiling broth 
& cook over medium heat for 8 
minutes. 

• Remove soup pot from heat & 
blend soup into a bisque using an 
immersion blender or by carefully 
transfering to a standing blender.  If 
using a standing blender, keep the 
lid slightly vented and cover with 
a towel.  This will prevent the heat 
from the soup and the high speed 
blending from possibly blowing the 
lid off your blender. 

• Add 1 tsp of dill and stir gently.  
Taste and add a bit more salt if 
desired. 

• Serve as is or topped with a sprinkle 

by Jason SizemoreEnjoy  these holiday recipes from Butterhead Kitchen 
& check out their online & in-person events at www.
butterheadkitchen.com. Happy cooking!

bu�erheadkitchen.com
@bu�erheadkitchen

Comforting soup is the 
perfect compliment 
to any holiday meal & 
our Potato Leek soup 
is not only delicious 
but simple to make, 
vegan & gluten free! 

Visit bu�erheadkitchen.com for more yummy recipes!48



Chocolate Nut 
Bu�er Pretzel Cups

•

• 1 cup vegan chocolate chips 
•

gluten free if desired to make 

• sprinkle Himalayan Sea Salt if 
desired 

• 8 cupcake cup wrappers 

Directions

Ingredients

• Line up the cupcake cups on a 
counter or table and place the  
pretzels near them. 

• Place the nut butter and 
chocolate chips in a microwave 
safe bowl. Heat in the 
microwave for 20 seconds 
at a time, stirring with a fork 
in between each cooking 
segment.  Cook until a smooth 
blend forms, usually about 
four 20-second cycles.  The 
consistency will not become 
super thin, but more like a 
frosting.  

• Pour 1 Tbsp of melted 
chocolate/nut butter blend into 

each cupcake cup. 
• Break a pretzel into pieces and 

sprinkle on top of the chocolate 
blend.

• Pour another Tbsp of chocolate 
blend over the broken pretzel. 

•
on top, halfway submerged, 
broken into pieces...you’re the 

• Place in the freezer for about 
an hour.  

• Before serving, sprinkle a bit of 
Himalayan Sea salt if desired.  

• Store leftovers in a sealed 
container in the fridge.

Our Chocolate Nut 
Butter Pretzel Cups are 
always a hit & make 
a great gift too!  Use 
gluten free pretzels 
if you wish  to make 
this recipe gluten free. 

Tip: We love to add 
other ingredients 
to these like dried 
cranberries, raisins, 

Anything that sounds 
good to you will work!

4124 W Tilghman Street

Allentown, PA 18014

o: 610-395-4500

c: 610-462-4727

rritter@weichert.com

www.BuyAndSellWithRobRitter.com

Realtor® / Assistant Manager

Robert V. Ritter

I take great PRIDE
in helping EVERYONE

find a place to call HOME

SRS, ABR, CMRS, SFR, Executive’s Club
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THESE PANELS

PANZEE PRESS
Panzee Press was a local 
LGBT magazine that 
discussed health, events, 
and other LGBT-related 
information throughout 
the Northeast and Central 
PA. It ran from 2008-2009 
and was created by Bolton 
and Michael Winpenny.

PRIDE GUIDES
The Archive holds guides 
for Pride from the very 

LEHIGH VALLEY LGBTQ ARCHIVES
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PINS
from the Pennsylvania 
Diversity Network Records collection.

VALLEY FREE PRESS /
VALLEY GAY PRESS
RubyZebu Productions beginning in April 
1998, edited by Liz Bradbury and Patricia 
Sullivan, who were also co-founders of the 
Pennsylvania Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
of Political Action and the Pennsylvania 

Press. It ceased publication in 2016.

More

LGBTQ ARCHIVES
Next Issue!

FOR ACCESS TO THE ARCHIVE, PLEASE 
contact Special Collections and Archives 

at trexlerarchives@muhlenberg.edu. If 

you are interested in donating materials 

to the Lehigh Valley LGBT Community 

Archive, please contact the Bradbury-

Sullivan LGBT Community Center at 

Adrian@BradburySullivanCenter.org 

or Special Collections and Archives 

at trexlerarchives@muhlenberg.edu
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SUSAN FLACIANI MALDONADO is the 
Special Collections & Archives Librarian at 

Trexler Library, Muhlenberg College. She 
works with students in and outside of the 
classroom to increase their primary source 
literacy using rare books, manuscripts, and 
other archival material. As archivist, she is 

responsible for processing, digitizing, and 
making available collections in the Lehigh Valley 

LGBT Community Archive.
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Lewis Black
Bringing the Rant to You With

It Gets Better Every Day! 
Interview by Lenora Dannelke

Known as the king of the rant, Lewis Black uses his trademark style of 

anyone that gets under his skin. His comedic brilliance lies in his ability 
to make people laugh at the absurdities of life, exposing the hypocrisy 
and madness he sees in the world. However, the almost obscenely 
upbeat name of his current tour – It Gets Better Every Day – leads The 
Gay Journal to wonder whether this rancorous talent still seethes with 

Lenora Dannelke: It’s been more than two 
years you appeared at Wind Creek. 
Have you found anything to keep you 
angry during that time?
Lewis Black: Are you serious? Pretty 
much every day there’s something 
– just the fact that people have 
disregarded science and 
medicine, which I really didn’t 
think was possible. 
LD: What impact has the 
pandemic had on touring?
LB: When I was sitting around 
putting my schedule together 
to hit the road again, I thought 
by that time in September 
seventy percent of the country 
would have had the vaccination 
– and not because Biden said 
so, let’s get that straight: I thought 
people were not dumb as posts. 

comedy?
LB: Here’s the level of my humor now: There’s a 
difference between freedom and health, and a difference 
between free and being healthy. And we know that because 
they’re spelled differently. It’s a knock-knock joke, for fuck’s 
sake. “I’m not getting the shot” or “I’m not wearing the mask 
because I need to be free.” What planet are you on? It keeps 
us from moving on, and how do those people miss this point? 
I think it’s a minority that’s been pushing that kind of agenda, 
and they do it by yelling. And that’s my job – to yell.
LD: When did you get jabbed?

York they were letting people go get vaccinated pretty quickly. 
LD: You do a regular Lewis Black’s Rantcast, and readers 
can sign up for this every-evolving dose of acrimony at 
www.lewisblack.com. They also get a chance to submit 
their own personal rant-worthy experiences. How did this 
popular podcast get started?

I wanted to do a Q&A with the audience. The only we could do 
this was with an iPad so people could send in questions, then 

we were able to livestream it throughout the world. So there’s 
maybe twenty people watching it in the Philippines, four in 
Kenya or thirty-two in Amsterdam. I don’t have a TV show, so 

where I’m standing in front of a mike and holding this iPad. And 
it grew from people asking questions to commenting on things 
to ranting. It evolved naturally. When it hit its stride about a 
year and half before the shit hit the fan, I tried to get folks 
who live in the area to submit rants – so if I’m in Bethlehem, 
it would be written by folks who live in Bethlehem or the 
geographic region. The level of writing became spectacular! 
And the Rantcast came out of that – so I had something to do 
and didn’t lose my mind. It gave me a comedy hookup. 
LD: It sounds like having this outlet is kind of therapeutic to 
the fans sending you their rants.
LB: I think so, from what I gather from what I read from them.
LD: A clinical psychologist told me she recommends that 
clients watch the 2015 Disney/Pixar movie Inside Out, and 

reports that your role of Anger is “huge” with 
every age group. How do you feel about 

people connecting with that character?

doesn’t get any better than that in 
terms of animation. You may not 

get the pay you want, but you 
are getting immortality. And 
you get to work with some 
remarkably creative people 
and watch the process from 
beginning to end. It made 
me happy to be in something 
that I thought was important. 
It’s something that I wish I’d 
seen as a child – it’s a primer 

for young kids in terms of their 
feelings. I wasn’t really sure of 

what feelings were!
LD: Do you have any 

observations about the LGBTQ+ 
community that might have 

changed since the last time you were 
interviewed here?

community, and the psychotic world of social media 
is a bit maddening. The big breakthrough, at lease in terms 
of what I was seeing, was gay marriage. It came a while ago, 
but what made is huge is that kids are living way ahead of 

They’re evolved to a different place and they’re no so afraid 
of it. We’re emotionally stunted as a people so it’s taken a 
while. There’s a sense of “we’re not going to take it anymore” 
– we’re not going to be threatened anymore and we’re going 
to do everything we can to put laws in place to protect our 
community, the way you do in terms of all communities that 
needed to be protected until people went, “Oh, yeah.”
LD: Anything else you want our readers to know before 
your show?
LB: If I’m showing up it’s going to be as safe as it can be. And 
take care, get vaccinated and don’t listen to idiots.

lewisblack.com
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PrEP
at

ST. LUKE’S 1 pill a day HIV prevention

from the provider you trust.

Get started today, call 484-503-8008 • 100 N. 3rd Street, 2nd Floor • Easton, PA 18042




